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collision hazard to an uncontrolled orbiting spacecraft that repeatedly
enters the spatial region occupied by the satellites. An assessment of
this risk and its implication for Jupiter mission planning becomes
important if quarantine constraints, currently under review, are
imposed on an unsterilized spacecraft. This report describes an
analysis of satellite close encounters and the likelihood of collisiou over
a wide range of initial orbit conditions with the effect of orbit inclination
being of key interest. The scope of the analysis iz restricted to orbital
dynamic considerations alone, L e. the question of biological contamina-
tion given the event of collision is not addressed here. A quarantine or
orbiter lifetime of 50 years is assumed._ This time period begins at
spacecraft "shutdown" following completion of the science mission
objectives.
A numerical approach is adopted wherein each initial orbit is
propagated for 50 years, and satellite closest encounter distances are
recorded on every revolution. The computer program developed for
this purpose strikes a necessary compromise between orbit computation
accuracy and speed. It includes approximations of the three major
perturbation effects on the long-term motion of the orbiter: (1) Jupiter
oblateness, (2) solar gravity, and (3) satellite gravity. Program
execution time is about 1 minute to complete 600 orbit revolutions
typical of a 50--year lifetime. The loss of definitive accuracy in favor
of rapid simulation is compensated for by adopting a broad statistical
viewpoint regarding the question of collision probability or likelihood.
This requires the generation of a fairly large number of data samples,
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that this is not a Monte Carlo simulation, which even with the approxi-
mate numerical approach used would require a prohibitive amount of
computer time.
Numerical data has been generated for 32 basic orbits comprised
of 2 perij ove distances (5 and 11 Jupiter radii), 2 orbit periods (21.3
and 60 days), and 8 inclinations between 0 0 and 900. The initial epoch
for each. orbit is sampled over a 7-day interval defined by the
characteristic phase resonance (syzygy) of the three inner Galilean
satellites, lo, Europa, and Ganymede. A sample size of 1.5 epochs,
spaced uniformly 0.5 day apart, is used. All time samples are tacitly
assumed to be equally likely. In total then, the Jupiter orbiter space
is filled with 480 initial orbits each propagated for 50 years. Signifi-
cant perturbation of the orbital, elements during this time results in
further permeation of the sampling space.
An overall -um.mary of results is given by the collision. record
for all satellites presented in Table S-1. Of the 480 orbits, the total
number of first collision occurences is 81 or 17%. This is of course
biased by the equatorial orbit cases; if these are excluded then the
first collisions number 34 of 420 orbits, or 0. The equatorial orbits,
representing a worst case upper bound, are physically unreasonable in
that the Galilean satellites are not exactly in Jupiter's equatorial plane
nor would a spacecraft be placed exactly in this plane. The uniqueness
of I = 0 is seen by the total number of collisions when orbit continuation
is allowed. For example, taking the MjJ 21. 3d orbit, there are an
average of 5 subsequent satellite impacts following the first collision.
This does not happen. when I ^ 0. Raising the orbit inclination reduces
the risk of collision, yet collisions were recorded even at 60 0
 and 900
inclination. The orbit class having a perijove of 5R  and period of
21.3 days is most susceptible to collision because all satellite orbits
iv
TABLE S-1 COLLISION RECORD
N . >;; t. al, Orbit Lifetime = 50 years
Ini',W Epoch Samples/Case = 15
() Total Collisions with Continuation
Number of First Collisions
Orbit Case i^0° i= 0,5° i-1° i=5° i=10°	 Q i=30° i=60° i=9.0°
Perijove = 5 Rs . 14 5 2 4 2
Period	 .21.334 (84) (5)




2 2 2 0 0 0 0
21,33 d (65)
11 Rj 6 1 4 2 0 0
60 (21)
Summary	 Number of Initiell Orbits	 Number of First Collisions
Including Equatorial Orbits 	 480
	
81
Excluda'ru- Friunf.nria.l Orbitq	 49,0	 R4
are crossed with greater frequency. Io is the dominant body in this case
accounting for 50% of the collision occurrences over all eight inclination
samples.
Fig. S-1 summarizes the likelihood of close encounters and
collisions taken as an average over all four orbit classes. Graphed as
a function of inclination on linear scale, it clearly indicates the rapid
decrease between 0 o and 100 followed by a leveling off trend. The
analytical prediction curve is based on Wetherill's asteroid collision
theory applied to the present problem without modification. The com-
parison serves as corroborating evidence of the basic validity of the
numerical data. Discussion of the analytical formula and further
comparative results is given in the text. Another means of validation
is to examine the ratio of close encounters to collisions. U, for example,
this ratio is fractionally small then one would have greater confidence
that the event of collision is statistically significant. This is found to
be the case.
A general conclusion of this study follows from the summary data
shown and other more specific results given in the text: for the types of
crossing orbits investigated, the spacecraft should be placed in an orbit
of at least 300 inclination to ensure a 50-year lifetime probability
approaching 97-997b. However, if planet and satellite quarantine is
imposed on a Jupiter orbiter mission, this lifetime probability may not
be high enough: It will then be required to design the post-operational
initial orbit specifically for collision avoidance. Among the possibilities
mentioned in the text are (1) hyperbolic escape, (2 .) circular orbit,
(3) critical inclination orbit, and (4) Callisto w
 resonant orbit beyond
Ganymede. The question. as to whether such col,lisio, avoidance orbits
are compatible with the operational sequence and maneuver budget of
the nominal mission design is beyond the scope of this study and left for
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Planning for Jupiter orbiter missions in the 1989 decade has
reached the stage of detailed mission analysis and spacecraft design. 	 i
Both Pioneer and Mariner-class orbiters are being considered. (17 2)
During the course of the nominal operational lifetime of such orbiters
(.--2 years), some degree of active control based on real time adaptive
orbit design will be in effect so as to avoid premature collision with i
Jupiter or with its natural satellites. 	 In fact, current Jupiter Orbiter	 J
_n
mission planning includes extensive use of the gravitational fields of
the Galilean satellites for dynamic orbit shaping to enhance scientific
4	 ,. observation and mission performance. 	 The question of interest in this
report concerns the post-operational, long-term motion .of the orbiter
and its relation to planet and satellite quarantine constraints that may
be imposed on an unsterilized spacecraft.
Quarantine requirements for the Jovian system are .currently
under review.	 .Although the necessity for satellite quarantine has' not
been established, the present inability to assess the implication of such
a constraint, should it be imposed, is of concern to mission. planning. 	 r
The present study was undertaken to examine the orbital dynamic
Implications. An implicit assumption is therefore made that a 54-year
quarantine period is In effect, and that some small value of the conta
m nation probabil:it T is required for the Galilean. satellites (Io,, Europa,,
Ganymede and Callisto) as well as for Jupiter.
Tt
The contamination prolr?ability is comprised of two factors:
(1) the probability of collision and (2) the probability of contamination
given that. _collision occurs,. By co7.^ lsion we in .eam^.;entry ink o the,	 j
Jupiter cloud tops- or actual impact on the satellites: Tan what follows
we .will not be concerned with the probability of biological contamination,
but only with the dynamic event of collision. In fact, to place the
3problem in an even narrower sense, we will be ,concerned with the
"likelihood" of collision over a wide range of initial orbit conditions..
It is important to make a clear distinction between likelihood and
definitive probability in order that the results of this study be, under-
stood in the proper context,
a
Suppose that a spacecraft is placed at a known initial condition
3
in the Jupiter orbital space and that the dynamic force model affecting
its subsequent motion is known exactly. 	 If the question is then asked)
will the spacecraft collide with Jupiter or its satellites over a 50--year
period, the answer is either yes (probability - 1) .or no
(probability - 0).	 Unfortunately, it may not be possible to state the
correct answer with absolute certainty because of the inability to
predict the long-term orbit propagation without error. Even the best
state-of--the-art integration program may have significant error
build-up over several hundred orbiter revolutions about Jupiter.
However, if the integration error bound is known and is small com-
pared to the close encounter distances recorded, it would be reasonable
in this case to State that the likelihood of collision is small.
The difficulty in the simple deterrainistic problem posed above
is further compounded when we admit the real world of uncertainty:
Included in the list of error sources are the initial conditonsr
Jupiter's gravitational field, the satellite ephemerides and gravitational
fields,and other perturbative forces: that may act on the.spacecrafte
If each error source could be described by a probability , distributica-L, +	 .
then the event of collision is a: .random process and it is valid to, ask,.. .
what is the probability_ of this event. The two standard methods of
solution are linearized error propagation and Monte Carlo sampling.
t,
Both methods have serious drawbacks. from a practical standpoint; the
first because the linearity assumption will become invalid after a
period of time well before 50 years, the second because of the large i
2
number of samles needed.	 Furthermore, either . method will bePI
subject to the same numerical integration (or analytical theoi ) errors
in predicting the long-term motion of the spacecraft.
An excellent review of the problems of Jupiter orbit prediction
and. collision hazard has been given recently by Uphoff. () It was
s	 found that the long--term avoidance of close approaches (<bklO`f kin)
to the Galilean satellites is virtually impossible for low and even
-	 moderate inclination orbits which cross the -orbital disl antes of the
satellites.	 The principal reason for the `effect is the oWlateness of
Jupiter which causes precession of:the orbital plane.. Uphoff draws 	 ^
the reasonable conclusion that it is tecImically and economically
unfeasible to predict the definitive probability of collision. 	 This does	 tl
not necessarily imply that the probability is high but only that. it isY	 l^	 	 p	 Y^	  	 y
impractical to determine given the present state-of-the-art of orbit
prediction methods.	 It was recommended that an approximate orbit
propagation computer program be developed which accounts for the
major perturbation forces and is rapid in execution. Such a program
can be used to generate parametric data on the. likelihood of collision
thereby bounding the question of lifetime probability'. 	 It was this
recommendation, in part, that motivated the	 resent- study.
Section 2 of this report describes -ihe scope' and method of
17 1
analysis, and includes discussion of the dynamical model approximations;
^-	 the JOL computer program characteristics, and the range of initial; orbit:
_conditions to be studied.	 NumeriLal results discussed in Section 3 are
based- on the tabulated statistics of satellite close encounters given in
Appendix A.The Summary preceding this section is presented for the
busy reader wishing only to abstract the basic results and conclusions
of the study.
r
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2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
2.1 Galilean Satellite Motion
Jupiter's four great satellites move in nearly circular equatorial
orbits in the region 6--26 Jupiter radii. These satellites might be called
semi-planets as Ganymede's size approximates that of the planet
Mercury, anal Io and Callisto are both larger. than the Earth's moon.
Pert'rient:physical and orbital parameters of each body are listed in
Table . l. To ` simplify the ,computation of satellite positions for purposes
oft-
 is study.,. it is assumed.that the orb!-".s are exactly circular and lie
in Jupiter's equatorial plane.
Perhaps the most interesting characteristic is the longitudinal,
phase relationship between Io,. Europa and Ganymede. Laplace is
credited with discovering that the mean longitudes very nearly obey the
stable resonance relationship
Lr - 3LE +2LG ^ 1800
	(I)
which results from the fact that the orbital periods of the three hiner
satellites are approximately in the ratio 1:2.4. The mutual gravitational
TABLE 1
PHYSICAL AND ORBITAL PARAMETERS OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES
s JUPITER
Equatorial Radius 	 Rj = 71422 km
Gravitational Constant	 µJ = 1.267106 x 108
 km3 /sect	2.596237 x 103
 RJ/day2
Oblateness	 J2 = 0.01471
• SATELLITES
Parameter Io Europa Ganymede Callisto
Radius, km 1800 1549 2621 2389
Gravitational Constant, km3 /sec2 6000 3170 10300 6340
Inclination to Jup. Equator, deg. -	 0 ^0 —0 —0
Ecc ,ontricity —0 —0 —0 —0
Mean Orbital Distancea, Ri 5.904312 9.395285 14.987064 26.360204
Orbital Period, days 1.769138 3.551181 7.154553 16.689019
Reference Longitude a, b, deg. 102.60277 348.61292 201.61550 89.14804
Mean Motiona deg. /day 203.488955 101.. 374 724 50.317609 21.57107
Sphere-of-Influence, km 7202 9643 24751 36070
a.	 Adjusted values used in JOL program to maintain
Laplacian resonance relationship; does not imply knowledge accuracy


















longitudinal resonance described above holds exactly. For this
purpose the orbital distances listed in Table 1 were adjusted so that
the correspondh-ig mean motion rates satisfy the necessary angular
relationship as a function of time. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the	 F
spatial regions of the spacecrafts initial orbit node and apse lines
which are assumed for the lifetime study (initial orbit parameters will E
be described later). This particular orientation places the orbit
'i
perijove (closest approach to Jupiter) near the equatorial plane 	 j
crossing.
2.2 Gravitational Perturbations
There are three major perturbations that affect the Long-term
motion of orbiting spacecraft.
(1) Jupiter's oblateness
(2) Solar gravity
(3) Galilean satellite gravity
The relative strength of these perturbing forces depends, of course,
on the size, shape and orientation of the spacecraft orbit. The gravi-
tational field perturbation due to Jupiter's aspherical shape is largest
for close orbits of low eccentricity. In contrast, the solar gravity
effect increases with the orbit size and eccentricity. Disturbing
forces due to the satellite fields would have little effect on the long-
term motion of are orbiter, except for close encounters or resonance
magnification of small, forces. However, it is just this pervadings	 l	 1?	 g
{	 action of the satellites which can change the orbit period by small
amounts thereby upsetting the delicate phase relationship necessary
to avoid close encounters. If the orbit evolves into such a situation,




One of the important ground rules of this study is that an
appropriate compromise be struck between the conflicting require-
ments of orbit computation accuracy and speed. The computer
program should include approximations of the major perturbing forces
in order to simulate the changing orbit elements over 50 years. Also,
the program should be capable of direct comparison with accurate
(and slow) integrating methods, and produce similar results over a
limited time span of several orbits. The approximations are
described below.
The main effect of Jupiter's oblateness term J 2 is precession
of the orbit plane resulting from regression of the nodal longitude Q
and advan.cement of the argument of perijove w. Expressed as an
averaged secular change per revolution of the orbiter, the equations
are (in units of deg/revolution)
2
4 Q = - 540J2 RJ cos T
a2 (1-e2)2 (2)
dcu=	 540JR2	 2
2	 ^ cos T -- ^	 (3)2
a (1.-e2 ) 2
where RJ
 is Jupiter's equatorial radius and a, a and T are, respectively,
the orbit's semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination. A typical
magnitude of the precession term is 0.1 deg/revolution for an
equatorial orbit of size a = 31 RJ
 and e = 0. 85. The above expressions
are used to rectify the orientation elements once per orbit as the
spacecraft passes through perijove.
Solar gravity action on the orbit is approximated by the change
in the elements (rp, T, C2, w) averaged over an orbiter revolution.
The average perturbation on orbit energy is zero (i, e. , b a = 0). The
8
sy
most important effect of solar perturbations in the context of the
orbiter lifetime study is the change in perijove distance given by the
following expressions,
A r
	 T A	 sin 2 r cos 2 w cos I -- sin 2 w (cos t r -- sin2 rCos' 1)	 (4)p	 1	 J
µ	 4SUNA	 '1, 5^	 (a3	 e	 1 - e^	 (5)
^µ \J	 aJ
where	 µSUN/µJ	 is the Sun-Jupiter mass ratio, a is Jupiter's mean
orbital distance and r is the direction angle of the Sun relative to the
orbit's ascending node. 	 A typical value of the amplitude A lies in the
range 0.01 - 0. 1 Jupiter radii per revolution for the highly eccerxtric
orbits cons--dered in this report. 	 The time history of perijove distance
is determined by the accumulation of A r p increments, and depends
strongly on the angle relationships in the bracketed term above. 	 This2
term can be separated into a secular trend, - 1/2 A sin 2 w sin I, and
an oscillatory solution in r whose period is about 6 years (1/2 Jupiter's
orbital period).	 It will be noted that oblateness and solar perturbations
are coupled through the time variation of C1 and w. 	 The computer
program accounts for the solar gravity effect by rectifying the elements
(rp, 1, O and w) once per orbit at the perij ave point.
Gravitational perturbations due to the four Galilean satellites
are accounted for in two different ways.
.F(1)	 Close Encounters (<5 SOI)
If the spacecraft comes within 5 spheres-of-influence of any
satellite, then the perturbation is computed on the basis of °+i
a two-body, impulsive, gravity-assist formula. 	 This
r
condition is checked each time the spacecraft crosses the
satellite orbit distance.
	
At the nominal crossing time t*,
9
a relative position vector Ar = r - r  and hyperbolic approach velocity
vector Vh = V - Vs are calculated. The time to closest approach and
the hyperbolic miss vector are approximated by
Atc - - iTh • d r
 /Vh	
(6)
b= A r + V h A t c	 (7)
Knowing the gravitational constant of the sai el? ite µs, it is a simple
matter to calculate the equivalent gravity-assist impulse vector
oVGA = cosh o i) Vh - (Vh sin1/b) b	 ($)
where k is the asymptote turn angle given by
2	 ^
cos T = b - µs Vh)	 (9)
2
b2 + (µs/Vh^
and the closest approach distance is
rp = - µ	 2s +	 ^ µb +^ s
Vh	 Vh
Finally, the new velocity vector relative to Jupiter resulting from the




This calculation is made before applying the G--A formulas
described above. It is based on a simple average accelera-
tion due to all satellites, excluding that "close encounter"
10
satellite, if any, which will be accounted for by the G-A
formula. The averaging takes place over several (:^-:= 8)
subares on each orbit revolution within the region between
perijove and Callisto's orbit distance. The subares are
divided by radial distance from Jupiter rather than by time
increments. Hence, if the nominal orbit crosses the
radial distances of all four satellites, then there are 9 end
points comprised of perijove, the four satellite distances
on the outbound leg to apojove, and the four satellite
distances on the inbound leg to perijove. Consider one
such subarc along an unperturbed orbit between the endpoint
positions r and r The time difference At1	 =21	 12
is readily computed. The total satellite gravity perturba-
tion at each end point is
m<4








Ei S s	 rsj





D r2 = (A .El + 11%g2 At 	 (13)
T, eatment of satellite perturbation may be summarized as follows:
(1) calculate the adjustment to position and velocity due to far encounter
perturbations; (2) add the velocity adjustment due to a close encounter,
if any; (3) use the rectified position and velocity to calculate new orbit
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The general question of approximation accuracy is difficult to
ascertain but a few remarks could be made. Numerical experience
shows that the G-A impulse method for close encounters is fairly
accurate in predicting the change in orbital elements, particularly the
change in semi-major axis. The method of treating far encounter
perturbations relies on the assumption of a relatively short time
interval across each subarc so that the contained p g (t) is a nearly
linear segment of the total(oscillatory) variation of A g (t). Another
assumption is that the perturbations have a zero average over the
Callisto - Callisto subarc. Limited numerical comparisons with
integrated orbits over several revolutions showed reasonable agree-
ment in orbit element variations. It seems likely, however, that the
approximation accuracy is highly dependent on the nominal orbit
conditions, and that for some orbits the long-term motion would be
better predicted by omitting the far encounter approximation
altogether.
2.3 JOL Program Characteristics
A computer program based on the above-mentioned approxi-
mations was written in the XBASIC language for execution on a
Univac-110$ system. All program variables and constants are
referred to distance units in Jupiter radius and time units in (Earth)
days. The reference coordinate system is Jupiter's equatorial plane,
but the X-axis in this plane is somewhat arbitrarily defined (for input
purposes only) as the projection of Earth's ecliptic vernal equinox.
Any initial orbit conditions may be input in terms of perijove distance,
apojove distance, inclination, longitude of ascending node, and argu-
ment of perijove. The initial epoch is specified by the Julian date
minus 2440000 and refers to the starting time at orbit perijove.
Additional input quantities are the initial solar longitude, final time,





perexecution rate is about 10 orbit revolutionsProgram	 p
second of 1108 CPU time. A typical 50-pear orbit propagation of
600 revolutions would then require about 1 minute of computer time.
Table 2 is an example of a short-form output listing giving only
summary data of the final orbit conditions and satellite encounter
statistics. As the orbit is propagated, the program stores the closest
encounter distance with each satellite for each revolution. The
number of encounters are accumulated in 7 distance cells between 0
and 300, 000 km, and a final open cell for al). encounters beyond
300, 000 k3ra. Distance is measured from the ,satellite center. The
number of revolutions (712 in the example) may be found by summing
any column listed under a particular satellite, or by summing the
totals column and dividing by 4. The las printout gives the cell
frequency distribution in percent of all satellite encounters. For
example, the frequency of all encounters between 50, 000 and 100, 000
km is (45 x 100) -: (4 x712) = 1. 58%. The frequency of all encounters
less than 100, 000 km is simply the summation of the first five cells,
or 1.'76%a.
In the example, a collision with Europa is recorded on the
640th revolution_ after 40 years of orbit propagation. The printout
"FEND CURRENT COMPUTATION" is misleading since the program
continues execution to the nominal 50-year lifetime in order to develop
the full statistical record. There are, however, two conditions which
can terminate execution before 50 years; (1) collision with Jupiter,
and (2) evolution to a hyperbolic escape orbit which can result from
very close satellite encounters or collisions.
Figures 2 and 3 show the history of orbit element changes for
the above example. Perij ove distance variations are due to the solar
perturbation effect and show an oscillation of about + 0.15 R J super-
imposed on a long-term secular trend of 3 x 10 -4








EXAMPLE OF JOL PROGRAM OUTPUT
(SHORT FORM)
















CLOSE Ek!COUNTER OUTPUT YE^=1, NO=O
0
oll)ys P'ER IAPSE ECC	 PER I f,iU I NCL NODE ARG
000 5. 000 839 	 x1.:326 30.000 200.300 34	 GOO
COLLISION WITH SATELLITE 2 END CURRENT COMPUTATION
Rl:-'V= 640 TINE= 14711.
1525;:. 735 4. 996 .912	 53. 139 27. 202 101.760 107. 'R44
SUMMARY OF ENCOUNTER STATISTICS
(KN.) IO EUROPA GANYMEDE O'ALLISTO TOTALS
i^ -	 000 0 1 0 0 1
3u000- j 00 00 1 0 0 4 1
10000— 30000 1 0 0 0 1
0000- 50000 1 1 0 0 2
50000- 100000 34 11 0 0 45
100000-20C)OOO 108 26 11 4 149
200000-1.--.100000 138 67 28 7 240
-;00000 - 429 606 673 701 2407
CELL FREQUE'NC IE'S(%)




FIG, 2	 ORBIT	 HISTORY	 P, Rd}
INCLINATION	 300
INITIAL EPOCH = DEC. 28, 1985
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FIG. 3 ORBIT HISTORY
INITIAL PERIJOVE = 5 RJ
INITIAL PERIOD = 21.33 DAYS



















Orbit period is nearly constant for the first 25 years until a close
approach (7700 km) to lo. This results in a velocity magnitude change
of 76 m/sec causing orbit period to increase by almost 4 days. The
subsequent collision with Europa (CA = 896 km) effects a velocity
increase of 381 m/sec assuming, of course, a "transparent" Europa.
Figure 3 shows the orbit plane precession_ characteristic due to
Jupiter's oblateness. Perijove longitude cu = 0 + w advances 37 0 from
initial epoch to the time of Europa collision. The variation of inclina-
tion is negligible in this case.
2.4 Scope of Numerical Analysis
Application of the JOL program to the present study may be
referred to as a method of "orbit flooding". By this we mean that the i
Jupiter orbit space will be sampled by a large number and variety of
initial orbits each propagated for a 50-year time span. The statistical 	 j
record of satellite encounter dista.-aces and collision occurrences
should provide information on the likelihood of collision as a function
of orbit perijove, period and inclination. The effect of inclination is
of main concern, i. e. we wish to test the hypothesis that collision
risk is reduced with higher orbit inclination. Table 3 lists the range
of initial orbit conditions. A total of 32 basic orbits were studied;
these are comprised of 2 perijove distances (5 and 11 R J), 2 orbit
o0periods (21.3 and 60 days), and 8 inclinations between 0 and 90
The orientation elements 0 and w are representative of 1984: Jupiter 	 J;
arrival conditions propagated 18 months forward to December 1.985.
For purposes of this study the latter date will be taken as the end of
the operational Jupiter orbiter mission and hence the beginning of the 	 a
50-year lifetime investigation. More realistic values of 0 and w would
depend on specific orbital maneuvers made during the 18-month
r^ operational lifetime. Any assumption in this regard was avoided as
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The initial startling time for each of the 32 orbits is sampled
over a 7-day (syzygy) time span from December 22-29. The tacit
assumption is made that all initial epochs are equally likely. A total
of 15 samples are used spaced uniformly 0.5 day apart. The choice
of uniform rather than random Monte Carlo sampling is made because
of the limited sample size. Statistical results compiled from the
15-time samples are presented in the n ext Section.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Discussion of the study results is separated into four
subsections. First, an analytical equation for predicting "order-of-
magnitude" collision probability is given and applied to the satellite
problem. Numerical results obtained from the JOL computer program
are then described for a particular orbit example followed by parametric
data for the full range of initial orbits considered. The last subsection
contains a brief comment on some possible orbits which may be chosen
specifically to avoid collision.
3. 1 A. Reference Analytical Prediction
It would be useful to have a simple analytical formula for
estimating collision probability as a function of orbit parameters.
Such a formula is available from the collision theory developed by
Wetherill (4) in his study of collisions in the ast proi.d belt. Since we
will apply the theory to the present problem without modification, It is
important to note the inherent limitations hi doing so. Wetherill
derives a collision probability equation from fundamental geometrical
considerations involving the evolution of crossing orbits into inter-
secting orbits. When applied directly to the satellite problem, the
underlying assumptions are that the orbit elements (a, e, I) remain
constant and that the orientation elements (0, w) are uniformly distri-
buted without preference. The first assumption is not strictly true in
19
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in our case, but the variational effect can be understood given the
numerical perturbation data. While the second assumption does not
correspond to our more specific choices of Q and w initial values,
there is a smoothing effect due to Jupiter oblateness perturbation of
these elements and our method of initial epoch sampling. In any
event, comparative agreement to within a factor of 2 or 3, or even an
order of magnitude, would be considered satisfactory.
The collision probability per unit time for a circular satellite
orbit in the equatorial plane is given by the expression
Rs
 U
P W	 -	 ( 14)
2 TT r  a2	1 - e2 sin I 1 ctna
where Rs is the satellite body radius, r  is the satellite orbital distance,
U is the relative velocity magnitude between the orbits at the inter-
setting distance r s, and a is the co-path angle between the spacecraft
velocity direction and the radial direction to Jupiter at the distance rs.
The singularities at I - 00, 1800 and a = + 900 need not cause too much
concern since it is not physically reasonable to expect these conditions
to hold exactly. The auxiliary expressions are
µ	 r
U2 =	 3 -- -- 2	 a (1 - e2 ) cos I	 (15)
s





a2 {1 - e2 }
Equation (14) needs to be evaluated separately for each of the Galilean
s
satellites; P = 0 if the spacecraft and satellite orbits do not cross.
The collision probability or likelihood for each satellite is then
20
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P c =P TL
 where TL is the lifetime period of interest. Note that	 }.
the same equation can also estimate the mean number of close
encounters by simply replacing the body radius R by a miss distance
M.
Numerical results obtained from the analytical formula are
graphed in Fig's. 4 and 5 for the spacecraft orbits considered in this
study. Fig. 4 is for the orbit (R P = 5 RJ, P = 21.33 days) and shows
the likelihood of collision with each satellite. In general, the satellite
having the shortest orbital period (Io) is more likely to produce close
encounters and collisions; the reversal of this characteristic between
Europa and Ganymede is due to Ganymede's larger size. The upper
curve represents the overall likelihood of colliding with at least one
of the four satellites assuming that the events of non-collision are
independent. The combining expression is
4P c = 1-11 (1-Pci)
Fig. 5 shows the overall collision likelihood for each of the four orbit
classes. The 11 RJ, 60d orbit is least likely to produce collision
because Io and Europa are not intersected and because the orbital
period of 60d
 results in fewer revolutions over the 50-year lifetime.
We will refrain at this point from drawing further conclusions
:	 based on the analytical prediction results until a comparison is made
with the numerical data which accounts for perturbation effects.
However, the reader will certainly not ignore two apparent
characteristics: (1) the likelihood of collision may be significantly
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FIG. 4 ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF GALILEAN SATELLITE
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FIG. 5 ANALYTICAL PREDICTION OF GALILEAN SATELLITE
COLLISION FOR FOUR CLASSES OF JUPITER ORBITS
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3.2 Case Study of an Example Orbit
We will examine the orbit given by the initial elements:
perijove distance = 5RJ, period = 21.33 days, and inclination = 0.50.
Frequent close encounters may be expected in this case as the
spacecraft will cross the orbital distance of each Galelian satellite
close to the equatorial plane. Table 4, taken from Appendix A,
summarizes the encounter statistics compiled over the 15 initial epoch
samples. The first block of output data shows orbit elements at the
50-year time point in terms of mean (average) value, standard deviation,
and min-max spread. This provides a measure of the orbit variability
due to perturbations. The second data block presents statistical
information on the cumulative frequency of encounters within a given
miss distance taken over all four satellites. Note that the maximum
possible number of encounters on any orbit propagation is 4 x the
number of revolutions. For example, using mean values, 8.135% of
all satellite encounters have a miss distance within 100, 000 km while
0.255% pass as close as 10, 000 km. Actual number of encounters
are presented in the third data block in terms of mean values for each
satellite, and mean and standard deviation values for all satellites.
The final data block shows the number of collisions recorded for each
of the satellites and Jupiter, and gives a measure of overall collision
likelihood computed as the fraction = no. of collisions-- 1.5.
Distribution of the number of close encounters (within
50, 000 km) over the initial epoch samples is shown in Fig. 6. Straight
line segments connecting the data points are used to illustrate the
general trend only, and do not amply linear variation between points.
The satellite Io is seen to be the dominant factor in this case with
number of encounters varying between 32 and 107; the mean value as
indicated in Table 4 is 66. When comparing the variation with initial
epoch there is an apparent correlation among the four satellites,
24
TABLE 4




PER I _ OVE (RJ)	 _	 5. 000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PER I OD (LAYS) 	 -	 21. 3:2.0 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAY:: : b
INCLINATION(DEG) =	 0. 500 DEC. 22-29, 1985
NODE(DEG)	 -- 182. 300
ARCS (DEI-0	 -	 o. 0(:}0




:IEND-OF-LIFE ORS I T CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PER I JOVE. (RJ) 	 5.0 1. 4 2.9 7.9
PERIOD(DAYS)	 22. 3 14.7 5. 8 65.3
INCLINATION(DEG) 	 4. 3 2. 8 1.4 12.6 ?
NODE (LEG)	 162.9 104. 0 31.4 316.2
ARGUMENT(DEG)	 178.6 126.4 11.5 351.5 :1
REVOLUTIONS	 1058.6 378.6 600.0 1737.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
t :^ OF ALL ENCOUNTERS) 91
MEAN SD MIN MAX
<	 3000 KM	 0. 023 0.021 0. 000 0. 083
<	 10, 000 KM	 0. 255 0. 137 0.068 0.542
30,000  KM	 1.673 0.496 0.921 2.875
< . 501- 	 0 KM	 2-:1 2 15P 1 0.659. 1.713- 4. ?0 =.;
< 100, b.sOO KM	 8. 135 1.257 4.706 9.642
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
i
ICS	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN SD
3000 Km	 0.7	 0. 1 0. 1 0.0 0. 151 0.7
10, 000 K"M	 6. 1	 2.4 1.3 0.4 10.3 5. 1
<	 30, 000 KM	 36. 1	 i 8. 5 9.4 2.7 66.7 19. 4
<	 50, 000  FPM	 66.0	 39.2 20. 3 8. 2 133.7 39. 0
100j000 KM
	
156.5	 90.3 55.3 29.0 331. 7 $10.7
FIRST uOLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 4	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMELE = I	 CALL I STO = G JUPITER  = 0
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particularly Io and Europa. This is likely a result of the unique phase
relationship between the three inner satellites. The additive number
of close encounters for all satellites varies between 81 and 200 with
a mean value of 134. The sample points for which collisions occurred
are noted as well as the year of collision. Collision grouping between
initial epochs of Dec. 25-28 is not particularly relevant since other
orbit cases showed considerable variability in which epochs resulted
in collision events. Additional data on very close encounters is shown
in Fig. 7.
The likelihood of collision for this case was found to be about
33%. One way to test the validity of this result is to compare the
statistics of close encounters (<5 x 1.04 km) in relation to the collision
record. If, for example, the ratio of the number of collisions to close
encounters is fractionally small then one would have some confidence
that the event of collision is statistically significant rather than being
a chance occurrence due to a small sample size. From Table 4, the
mean value of this ratio is 0.33/133.7 = 0. 0025 1 i. e., about 0.25%
of all close encounters under 50, 000 km may be expected to result in
collision. The same ratio calculated for very close encounters
(c 104
 km) is 0.33/10. 3 = 0.032.
Another means of corroborating the numerical data is to use
the analytical prediction formula given in Section 3. 1. From Fig. 4
we see that the predicted collision likelihood for all satellites is 0, 76,
or slightly more than twice the numerical result. However, it will be
recalled that the basic collision theory assumes constant orbit
elements, and this is certainly not the case as noted from the end-of-
life elements in Table 4. In particular, the mean final value of
inclination is 4.3° compared to the initial value of 0. 5°. We would
therefore expect Eq. (14) to predict higher encounter and collision
rates. We may adjust the results obtained from Eq. (14) by using
27
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Rp=5Rj- s P=
average values for the elements (a, e, I). A simplified approximation
of the a-;Terage elements is one-half the sum of initial and final values;
e. g., I = 2.40. When this is done the predicted collision Likelihood
reduces to 0.25 which compares even more favorably with the
numerical result of 0.33. To carry the validation test one step
further, Fig. 8 compares analytical and numerical results for each
satellite in terms of mean number of encounters over a range of miss
distances. Agreement to within a factor of 2 is obtained. We conclude
therefore that acceptable confidence may be placed in the numeral
results of this study.
3.3 Summary of Parametric Data
Appendix A contains the tabulated statistical results for each of
the 32 basic orbits. A graphical summary of this data is presented in
Fig's. 9-12 for each of the four orbit classes and shown parametrically
as a function of initial orbit inclination. Inclination is seen to be a
major parameter influencing the number of close encounters and
collision likelihood. Results are reasonably well correlated with the
analytical prediction, i. e., the magnitude of collision likelihood is
very significant at low inclination for the type of crossing orbits
considered in this study. Inclinations of 00 - 190 are considerably
more at risk than orbits abotire 100, but collision likelihood cannot be
ignored even for highly inclined orbits. The orbit class having a
perijove distance at 5 R  is most susceptible to close encounter and
collision because all satellite orbits are intersected - particularly Io.
Within this class the shorter period orbit is generally at greater risk
because of the larger number of revolutions completed in 50 years
time.
An overall summary of results is given by the collision record
of Table 5. Of the 480 initial orbits, the total number of first collision
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TABLE 5 COLLISION RECORD
Nominal Orbit Lifetime = 50 years
Initial Epoch Samples/Case = 15
( ) = Total Collisions with Continuation
Number of First Collisions
Orbit Case i=0o i=0.5o i=10 i=5o 1=100 i=30 0 i=600 i-0Co
Perijove = 5 RJ 14 5 2 4 2 1 1
Period	 = 21.33d (84) (5)
5 Rj 14 4 2 0 0 0 0 0
bad (51)
11 RJ 13 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
21.33d (65)




Summary	 Number of Initial Orbits	 Number of First Collisions
Including Equatorial Orbits 	 480	 81
Excluding Equatorial Orbits 	 420	 34
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FIG. 10 EFFECT OF INCLINATION ON NUMBER OF ENCOUNTERS
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FIG. 11 EFFECT OF INCLINATION ON NUMBER OF ENCOUNTERS
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FIG. 12 EFFECT OF INCLINATION ON NUMBER OF ENCOUNTERS
OVER 50 Y LIFETIME FOR R p = I I R O-, P = 60d
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orbit cases; if these are excluded then the first collisions number 34
of 420 orbits, or 8%. The equatorial orbits, representing a worst
case upper bound, are physically unreasonable in that the Galilean
satellites are not exactly in the equatorial plane nor would a space-
craft be placed exactly in this plane. The uniqueness of Z = 0 0 is seen
by the total number of collisions with continuation allowed. For
example, taking the 5 RJ, 21.3d orbit, there are an average of 5
subsequent satellite impacts following the first collision. This does
not happen when I X 0.
The final illustration, Fig. 13, summarizes the collision
likelihood and number of close encounters taken as an average over
all four orbit classes. Graphed as a function of orbit inclination on
linear scale, it clearly indicates the rapid decrease between 0 0 and
100
 followed by a leveling off trend. For the types of crossing orbits
investigated here, the spacecraft should be placed in an orbit of at
least 300 inclination to ensure a 50--year lifetime probability
approaching 977o.
3. 4 Orbit Design for Collision Avoidance
If planet and satellite quarantine constraints are imposed on a
Jupiter orbiter mission, a lifetime probability of 97--99%a may not be
sufficient. We have restricted this study to initial conditions
representative of operational-type orbits. Results have confirmed
our a priori expectations that such orbits cannot be assured of
extremely high lifetime probability, However, there are orbits
which may be designed specifically for collision avoidance. Several
possibilities are listed below.
(1) Hyperbolic escape trajectory
(2) Circular orbit at least I RJ removed from any
satellite orbital distance
36
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(3) "Critical inclination" orbit (I =630)
(4) Callisto - resonant orbit beyond Ganymede
The first suggestion is perhaps simplest in concept in that a AV
maneuver of sufficient magnitude would cause the spacecraft to escape
the Jovian system and thereby assure collision avoidance. This might
be achieved for a maneuver of a few hundred meters per second
possibly assisted by a final, controlled, close swingby of one of the
Galilean satellites. A circular orbit should be stable for 50 years or
more even in the equatorial. plane. Again, a ©V maneuver combined
with several satellite gravity-assists could achieve a circular orbit.
The third possibility was suggested by Uphoff(3) . At an inclination
near 63 0 the effect of Jupiter's oblateness on the argument of perijove
is very small. Hence, by placing perijove in the equatorial plane at a
distance within Io's orbit (e. g. 3 R J ), and by setting the orbital period
short enough so as to avoid significant solar perturbations on perijove
distance, the result should be a fairly stable collision avoidance orbit.
The last suggestion has been proposed for study by T. Heppenheimer.
Perijove distance would be placed between Ganymede and Callisto
(e. g. 20 R J ) and the orbital period would be a multiple of Cailisto's
period. The initial time phasing would require the spacecraft and
Callisto to be in superior conjunction (180 0 apart on opposite sides of
Jupiter) at the initial perijove epoch, Acceptability of this approach
depends on how accurate the orbit period can be set to resonance, and
also on the strength of perturbation effects due to Jupiter oblateness
and solar gravity. The question as to whether the collision avoidance
orbits described above are compatible with the operational sequence
and maneuver budget of the nominal mission design is beyond the scope
of this study and left for more detailed mission analysis.
38
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NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)
	 = 21.330	 EPOCH INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS








-	 NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
^
	
N8	 END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
	
0@	 PERIJOVE(RJ)	 6. 1	 12.0	 0.0	 48.5
PERIOD(DAYS)
	 1-14. 5	 257. 3	 1.3	 945.4
INCLINATION(DEG)	 0. 0	 0. 0	 0.0	 0.0
	
^	 NODE(DEG)	 0.4	 6.5	 -8.6	 21'8
	
om	 ^ARGUMENT(DEG)
	 190.2	 103.4	 253	 357'9
REVOLUTIONS	 564.3
	 691.6	 5 51. 0	 2748.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
	
' 8&	 MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
{	 3000 KM
	 0, 391	 0, 193	 0' 105	 0. 904
	
^	 { 10, 000 KM	 1. 118	 0. 457	 0' 637	 2. ^86
^ { 30, 000 KM	 2. 946	 0. 8313	 2.070	 4,420
50, 000 KM	 4. 371	 0. 980	 2.934	 6.077
	
^	 { 100, 000 KM	 S. 673	 1. 949	 5.751	 11. 464
^^
ENCOUN'|ER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)




^	 {	 3000 KM	 2. 6	 2.8	 1. 7	 0.6	 7.7	 8. 9
< 10, 000 KM
	 8. 9	 6. 3	 4.9	 1.4	 21. 5	 22.3
{ 30, 000 KM
	 26, 0	 17. 1	 11. 7	 3.7	 58.5	 85. 1
{ 50,000 KM
	 40.5	 25. 1	 17.9	 5.9	 89.5	 104'7
	
a,	 { 100, 000 KM	 81.7	 50. 3	 32 1	 12.0	 176+ 1	 205.9
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
%O = 5 EOROPA = 4 GANYMEDE = 3 CALLISTO = 2 JUPITER = ()
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INITIAL ORBIT CONDITI[UVS
PERIJOVE(RJ)	 00 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15 
PERI[0(DAYS)	 =	 21.330 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS




NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
^
MEAN SD MIN MAX	 ^
PER%JOVE(RJ)
	
5.0 1.4 2,9 7.9
PERIOD(DAYS)
	
22.3 14.7 5'8 65.3
INCLINATION(DEG)
	
4. 3 2.8 1.4 12.6
NODE (DEG)
	
162. 9 104.0 31'4 316'2
ARGUMENT(DEG)	 178.6 126.4 11.5 351'5
REVOLUTIONS	 1058.6 37O.6 600'D 1737'0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
^	 3000 KM 0.023 0.021 0\000 0\083
{	 10,O00 KM 0.255 0. 137 & 068 0.542
^	 80,000 KM 1, 67:3 0. 496 0.921 2.875
{	 50,000 h(M 3.^l91 0.659 1.713 4.208
{ 100,000 KM S. 135 1.257 4' 706 7-1-642
ENCOUNTER NUMB'ER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
lU ELROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN SD
{ 3000 KM 0, 7 0. 1 0. 1 0' 0 0-9 0.7
^ 10. 000 KM 6. 1 2^ 4 1. 3 0.4 10.3 5. 1
{ 30,000 KM 36. 1 18.5 9.4 2. ^ 66'7 19.4 
-C 50,000 KM 66.0 39.2 20'3 8'2 133.7 39.0
^ 100,000 KM 156, 5 90. 3 55. 8 29-0 331' 7 90.7
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 4	 EUROPA = 0 GANYMEDE = 1	 CALLISTU = 0 JUPITER = 0
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INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PER I JOVE (R._1)	 - 5. 000 NUMBER OF EPOC'H'S = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)	 - 21. 3310 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS
INCLINATION(DEG)     = 1.000 DEC. 22-2 7, 1 Ju5
NCIDE ( DECD)	 = 182. :30C
ARG ( DEG)	 - 0. 000
N OM INAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-CIF--LIFE ORBIT COND ITIONS
BEAN Sri MIN MAX
PERIJOVE(R,_E) 5.5 1.	 `. 3. 9 10.7
a" PERIOD(DAYS) 3 :2110. 3 8.2 111.7
I NC:L I NATI ON ( DEG) 4.7 5.9 0.3. 25. 3
NODE (DEi^ ) =11.2 91:-::. 1 GO. 3 352.
ARGUMENT(DEG) 215. 2 88. 1 36.7 356. 1








E14C II INTER FREQUENCY DI STRIBUTION  - ALL SATELLITES
( %
 OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN 
_ 3000 i-I' •) 0. 017 0. 025 0.000
< 10, 000 KM 0. 3 18 0. 167 0. 114
< 30, f:u: 0 KM 1. 967 0.611 0. C54
< 50, 000 KM 3,660 0.872 1.244
1001, 000 KrIf 8. 361 1. 522 3. 450
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
1 01 EUROPA GANYNEDE CALL I STO
3000 KM 0.3 0. 1 0. C, 0. 1
10, 000 KM 5, 9 2. 0 0. 7 0.3
_ 30, 000 KM 31. 9 15.5 8.2 2.7
50, 000 KM 55.9 :212. 4 17. 7 G. 0
1 ^*, 000 KM 128. 0 66.8 45.5 22. 7
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 1 EUROPA = 0 GANYMEDE = 0	 CALL I STO = I
OVERALL COLLISION L I E-:EL I HOOD = 0. 1 -3
=i
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INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PER I J1{VE (R•J)	 - 005.0
PERIOD (DAY.,3)	 -- 21. 330
INCLINATION(DEG)  = 5.000
NODE(DEG)	 = 158, 100
ARG (LEG)	 _ 24. 000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
EMU-OF--LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONEF,
MEAN






NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15



















	 561.0	 1341. 0
ENt-:O ENTER FREG!UENCY DISTRIBUTION  -- ALL SATELLITE S
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS))
MEAN SD MIN
ti	 I:t=100 01 0.020 0. 035 0.000
10, (.)00 K11 0. 118 U. 122 0, 0 0 0
<	 30) 000 Krli 0. 911 0. 462 0. 483
ti	 50, 000 K'N 2.293 (). 68:3 1.275







Er*!G - J UNTER NUMBER  DISTRIBUTION ( MEAN VALUES)
I O E!JROPA GANYMEDE
. 300 1 KN O.5 0. 2 0.0
< 10, 000 K M 2. 8 1.0 O. 4
_ 30, 000 E•y M 2 0. 5 9. 1 _'. 4
100, 000 KM 140. 1 7/C,. 2 36. 1
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 1
	
EUROPA = 2 GP.NYMEDE = 0	 CALL




















^	 INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
^




	 21.330 EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
00	 INCLINATION (DEG) 	 =	 10' 000 DEC' 22-29, 1985
NODE(DEG)
	 = 184. 900
ARG(DEG)
	 = 357' 400
-	 NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
^	 END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PERIJOVE(RJ)	 4.9 1. 4 0.0 6.4
PERIOD(DAYS)	 154. 7 505. 7 16'6 1982'5
INCLINATION(DEG)	 11.5 1'3 7'6 13.0
0 NODE(DEG)
	
339.7 72.7 B4.6 380.4 '^ ARGUMENT (DEC)	 244. 0 35. 7 143.6 296.2
REVOLUTIONS	 008.2 119.7 483. 0 1000.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
0.	 MEAN 8D MIN MAX
{	 3000 KM	 0. 006 0.016 0.000 0'052
^	 {	 10,000 KM	 0.049 0.02Q 0.0cl0 0.090
{	 30,000 KM	 0.345 0.086 0.207 0'475
{	 50,000 KM	 0.893 Q. 145 0.518 1. 075
^	 < 100,000 KM	 4.995) 0.516 4'a-62 5'961^
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
IO	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALL%STO TOTAL
° MEAN SD
~~	 {	 3000 KM	 0. 1	 0. 0 0. n 0'0 0. 1 0.4
{	 101 000 KM	 1.3	 0. 1 (1 1 0. 1 1.6 l. 0^	 {	 30,000 KM	 7.8	 2,4 0. 5 0.7 11.4 9




11'0 4'2 160.9 26.5
'	 FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 2	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMEDE = 0
	 CALLI8TO = O JUPITER = 0







OF POAR '	 ^--__-"
YS
C -i9!71^ L - I L- E=-: 4:!g F%j :.=•J!L^kTE--LL I TIC E-="IZ:-JWrt_11"`I"Er--< 	 TAT I T I C.
INITIAL ORB IT CONDITIONS
NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
E'ER I ,.OVE (R, t)	
- 5. 000
PERIOD(DAYS) 21.	 :-:`
INCLINATION(DEG)  = 30. 00c)
NODE (DEG)	 = 200. :300
ARCM(DEG)
	
.... :42, .	 ,s_ru
NON I NAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PERIJOVE (R, I) 5. 2 t_r. 7 4.5 7. 5
ER I OD ( DAY:=) 24. 0 8. 7 15.8 ^	 1
INCLINATIGird(DEC,) 29. 6 1. 6 ?C-.. ? :2. 4
NODE(DEG)
 107. 0 1 1. 4 8,8. 7 140.5
ARGUMENT(DEG) 109. 4 12. 0 715.7 132.6
REVOLUTIONS 828.3C' 6-1S. 3 712. 0 5141. Cr
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION  - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTER'=-; )
MEAN SD MIN MAX
10, 000 KM Cr. 022 0. 024 0.000 0. 070
w:	 30, 000 KM 0. 113 0. 056 0- 000 0.207
_	 )0, 000 KM 0. x'_51 890. 0 D. 087 C), 395
,J'	 i.100#0000 F,^^1 1. 662 5rGr.	 •..F.^^.^ 2 ^.r~r.	 i^.^. ^ r. 1 38.!
ENC- O ENTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
1 0 E UROPA i tiA,NYMEDE CALL I S TO TOTAL
MEAD SD
_
^I:r(, 0 KN 0. 0 G. 1 C ►. C7 0. Cr Cr.	 i C1. ti=
_ 10, Sri rt r	 Km 0.4 0. 2 fir.	 1 0.0 0.7 0.8
-C '30, 000 KM i. 1 1.2 fir. 3 G. 1 3.7 1. 9
501000 KM 3.9 3.6 0. 5 0.3 8.3 3 0
100, 000 F ..'M 2'5. 9 13.8 3.5 1.5 54. 6 16. 9
FIRST COLLISION RECORD ( N UMBER OF SAMPLES)
1 0 = 0	 EUROPA = 1 GANYMEDE = 0	 CALL I STO = U JUPITER = 0
OVERALL COLLI S ION LIKELIHOOD = 0. 07
46
mom
r ^ ^=^: ^ .....:^ L_.. ^ ^
	 '.- _::-`^ T ^ i._..1^ ^ T iC ^ ^ ^: r=r k_a 3^ `^ ^ -^-^ -,=• T ^ T' Y ^: T .Z r:._,
INITIAL	 CrR@l T 	 r::r=rNDITI a=IN-S
F'ER I JOVE ( R _I)	 - 5. (-.)00 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 1 5
PER IIDD (LiAY:-;) 21.:-; 0 EF'C-ICH INTERVAL =	 7 DAY=;
I NC:L I NAT I ON (DEG)	 = 6'-).	 r:a(: 0 DEC- 22-29,1985
NODE (DEG)	 = '2()4. 6CaCa
ARCa ( LrEr	 )	 _ _ _.9. 6 0 C)
NIDM I NAL OR I T LIFETIME = CCa YEAR_;
END-CIF-LIFE CIRB I T CONDITIONS
MEAN wU MIN MAX
PER I JOVE (RJ) 6. Ca Ca. 3 5.8 6. 1
PER I OD ( DAYS) 21,. 5 12. 2 16.6 b; a, 0
INCLINATION(DEG) r_-•%. 2 Ca. 7 61. 6 64. 1
NODE(DEG) 16 8. 5 4. 7 164. 1 177.
ARGUMENT (DEr ) 352. 7 2, 3 350.5 360. 4
REVOLUTIONS 857. 9 56. 4 760.0 947.0
ENCOUNTER FRET-,! aENr-Y DISTRIBUTION - ALL SA-f ELL I TE:=;
(	 OF ALL ENC'CtW-1TERS )
MEAN _:I:a MIN MAX





	 KM Q. (.a 10 Ca, (i	 0 0. 000 0, Cate
	
k;M	 Q. r.a :1	 Ca, 044	 Ca. 000
	 G. 1:32
50, 000 P. 	C1. fl r::=:	 Ca, 069	 Ca. UU(a	 0. 263
	
1001 000 KM	 1. 155	 Ca. ,54	 0-227	 1.686
ENCOUNTER N'UNBER Ll I STR I L'UT I ON	 ( MEAN VALUEC; )
10 EE a ROPA GANYMEUE CALL I STO
.000 KM Ca,	 1 Ca.	 Ca Ca.	 Ca Ca.	 Ca
10, 000 I'M (_a.	 r, (_a,	 Ca Ca•	 0 0. Ca
,_	 C;C), Caoo	 F;^l 1.	 Cr Ca.	 Ca Ca.	 Ca Ca,	 Ca
,L	 5Ca, 00 a	 F M 2. 7 Ca.	 Cl Ca.	 Ca Ca. Ca
ti 1 00, 000 KN
L 
9. 7' Ca.	 Ca Ca.	 Ca 0. Ca
FIRST C:CiLL I :-;ION' RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
1 0 = 1	 EURCrPA =	 ra i ANYMEfl E = Ca	 CALLICDTO = Ca



















11 3o a-ah... I LEEn"^Tf^"LL_ 11 _F FE E-7 mf== r._l 11 1 " _r=_ --<	 _r AI I T' I ._
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PER IJOVE (RJ)	 -- !;.	 C1C1C1 NUMBERB OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)	 - 21. 3.-EN-.1 EPOCH INTERVAL	 _ 7 DAYS
I NCLI NATION (DEG)  = 90. 060 DEC. 2-c rf , 19r;.5
NODE ( DEED)	 = ,dt;ll,,	 8f.1C1
ARG (DEG)	 = 339.9. Q[ lI_i
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEAR'
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CON7D I T I ON' :
MEAN SD MIN MA X
PER IJOVE (R,t) 6. 5 0. 5 5.4 7. 4
PEP I C ED ( DAY'S.) 17. 7 ?. 2 1 0, 5 :::3. 0
I NCL I NAT I r_iN (L;EG) 90. I_-. 1. 3 8?. 0 94. C;
NC 1,1E (DEO) 2QE:. 6 2. 3 205. 0 215. 3
ARGUMENT(DEG) =.06. 0 12. 2 265.4 315.6
REVOLUTIONS 988.5 144.6 820. Q 1426.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD r•1IN MAX
:3000 EC^ 0. 006 Cr. 01=: C ► .	 cr^ri r 0. 035
1 0, 000 Fl;rl1 0. 040 0. Cr:_;.=: 0. 000 Q. 111 
< _;Cs, 000 KM Q. 1 09 i 1, 06.2 i 1. 048 C'
_ 50,000 KM Cs,	 r q t s Cr. Cr, 6 Q. 091
1 0c)1 rarer KM Q. 789 Q. 218 0. 396 280
EN :O U.NITER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION )(MEAN VALUES)
10	 EUROPA GANYC CEDE CALL I STO TOTAL
MEAN SEI
. 3000 KM 0.	 _ Q.	 t_r 0. Q 0. 0 0,3 0. 6
_
1 0, 000 Kr'f 1.5 0. Q Q. 1 Q. 1 1. 6 1.4
._ 30; QQtI Kr l 3. 5 Q. 5 Cr.	 1 0.4 4.5 3.7
50, QQt] K.M 7.4 0. 7 0. 2 1.5 9.8 5.3
. 100, QQQ Kali 24, 6 1.7 Cr. 5 5. 1 3 1.9 13.5
FIRST i-.'CrLL I'S I C;N RECORD (NUMBER CIF SAMPLES)
10 =	 1 EUROPA = Q	 GANYMEDE = Q	 CALL I STO = Cr JUPITER = Q
OVERALL COLLISION L I KEL I HOC-0 = Q. 07
48
L... I L- r=- 	:==AT^#^L I `li`^ E '+}ir"r^t tRITE •T rT g W:T _
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PERIJOVE (RJ)	 -	 5.000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PER 10  ( DAYS )	 =	 60. 000 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS
I NC:L I NATION ( DECD)	 =	 0. 01001 DEC. 22-29) 1 985 
c_1NODE(DEG)	 = 182.30 0
ARG ( DEG)	 =	 0.000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 501 YEARS
END--OF--LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS 
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PER I.JOVE. (RJ)	 3.7 3.0 0.0 101. 4
PERIOD(DAYS)	 133. 4 148.6 4.8 412.0
INCLINATION(DEG)	 01. 01 01.	 01 0.0 0. 0
NODE(DEG)	 -01. 1 01.2 -0. 6 0.3
AROUMENT ( DEG) 	 208. 1 73.2 36. 6 348. 1
REVOLUTION=;	 434.3 4'8'9. 9 7. 01 1777.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION -- ALL SATELLITES
(X OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
<	 30010 KM	 0►. 538 0.881 01. 00 r) 3.571
4.
	 10,000 KM
	 1. 1155 0.822 0. 3sa 3.571
:2.0, 0100 twM 	 3 039 1.368 1.471 7. 143
50, 0100 KM	 4. 382 1.405 1.681 7.143
< 100,000 KM	 8.001 1,423 4.615 10.174
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
-	 IO	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN SD
3000 KM	 2.7	 0.9 0.5 0.5 4.5 5.3
10, 0010 };M	 7.5	 3.9 1. Q 1.	 1 14.5 13.8
<	 301, 000 t0M	 201. 3	 10.9 6. 0 3.8 41.0 37.4
<	 50, 01001 I'M	 29. 5 	16.9 9.6 5.9 61.9 55. 1
1001 000 [I m	 58.7 	 33.8 19.9 10.5 122.9 111.7
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 9	 EUROPA = 1	 GANYMEDE = 2	 CALLISTO = 2 JUPITER = 01
OVERALL COLLISION L I t:EL I HOOD = 0. 93
PER I JOVE (R.J)	 = 5.000
PERIOD(DAYS)	 - 60. 000
I NCL INATION(DEG) = 0. 500
NODE (DES^ )	 = 182.300
ARCS(DEG) U. 000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END--OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN
NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS




















PERIJOVE (R+.J) 4. 5 1.4 0. 4
PERIOD(DAYS) 72.0 48.7 21. 5




ARGUMENT(DEG) 174. 1 76+. 5 34.8
REVOLUTIO NS 333,5 155. 3 93.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION  - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIAs
< 30C.IO KM 0. 042 0. 072 0.000
< 10, 000 E;:M 0. 422 0. 153 0. 127
-C 30,000 KM 2. 125 0,459 1. 116 
50, 000 KIM 3.781 0, 747 1.897 







ENCOUNTER N UMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
I O EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO
< 3000 KM 0.3 0. 1 0.0 U. 1
10, 0100 KM 2. 8 1.4 0. 6 0.4
< 30, 000 KM 13.8 =. 2 3.9 2.2
;_ 50, 000 E;M 23.2 15r. 7 8.4 4.3
100, 000 KN 53.0 312. 1 18.3 10.7
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
TO = 2	 EUROPA = 1 GANYMEDE = 0	 C:ALLISTe = 0
OVERT-ILL COLLISION LIKELIHOOD = 0. 27
50
12 dc"iL__ I'LE i=t h
	 =:i!nkTEL..L.. I TFEE ID1-3MTF=-:Fz !Ei;T ink -r I	 T' _	 -^-^
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PER I JOVE (RU)
	
5, 000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15=
PERI OD (DAYS)	 60. 000 EPOCH INTERVAL 7 DAYS
INCLINATION(DEG) 	 =	 1. ()C)C) DEC. 22-290 19,C;5
NODE(DEG) 
	 =13 '. 300
AR)+(DEG)	 0. 000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
r'ER I JOVE. (R _t)	 4.5 0.6 3 "'
PERIOD(DAYS)	 73. 1 52. 3 15.4 153. 3
INCLINATION(DEG)
	 2. 6 1. 9 1.0 Wit.	 1
NODE(DEG)
	
184. 1 111.9 14.2 355. 9
ARGUMENT(DEG)	 200, C% 1c')5.	 :21. 34.8 35/:^ .2
REVOLUTIONS
	
3'115. 3 141.7 149.0 557. 0
ENCOUNTER  FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN ELt MIN MAX
<	 3000 KM	 0. C112 0. 027 0.000 0.089
<	 10,000 KM
	
C). 367 0. 209 0. 1 28 0.714
e	 30, 000 KM	 1,761 f_), 54-10 0.893 2. 768
<	 50, 00c) Km	 3. 2 i^U 0. 667 1.913 4.464
< 100, 000 KM	 61.319 C). 867 6. 757 9.467
fi ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
10	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN SD
3- 00) KM
	 0. 1	 0. 1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4
<
	 10, 000 KM	 21. 2.1 	 . 0 0.7 O. 2 5.2 ti:. 7
30 1 000 KM	 13. 1	 7.9 2. 9 1.0 24.9 14.0
<	 50, 000 I'M	 21. 1	 14.2 7.2 3. 1 45.6 23.0b.	
< 100, 000 KIM	 53.3	 32.0 18,3 10. 1 113 . 8 53.7
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IU = 2	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMEUE = 0
	
CALLISTO = 0 JUPITER = 0
_.	 OVERALL COLLISI ON LIKELIHOOD = 0. 13
i	 .s
51




-	 5.000	 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD ( DAYS)
	 =	 6-0.000	 EPOCH INTERVAL	 _	 7 DAYS




ARG ( DEG)	 =	 24.000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
PERIJOVE(RJ)	 4.4	 0.7	 2.6	 5.3
PERIOD(DAYS)
	
69. 1	 28.5 	 -31.5	 127.1
INCLINATION(DEG)
	 6. S	 6. 1	 2.5	 26.2
NODE(DEG)	 219.5	 144. 6	 13.4	 354.6
ARGUMENT (DES )	 236.0	 47.4	 170.4	 312.6
REVOLUTION'	 3:31. 9	 110.3	 191. Q	 568.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION -- ALL SATELLITES










0. 137	 0.081	 0. 000	 0.320
-C	 30, 000 KM	 G. 91:73	 0.339	 0.474	 1,563
50,000 KM	 2.464	 G. 621	 1.303	 3.627
_; 1001 000 11:M	 7. 249	 1.016	 4.976	 S. 643
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES) 
IO	 EUROPA	 GANYMEDE	 CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN	 Sit









2.9	 0. 9	 0.6	 12.7	 7.2
<	 50) 000 ?;M	 21.3	 9. 5	 2.5	 0.9	 34.3	 17.5




26.9	 1:3. 7	 4.3	 99. 1	 43. 1
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 0
	
E! tROPA = 0	 CANYMEDE = b	 CALLISTO = 0	 JUPITER = G
OVERALL. COLLISION LIKELIHOOD = U. UCH
52
op POOP





^ 	 0	 1 L- a dc^ P4	 A -r F-= L- L- I -F E=- EF-	 C1 11 N1^^^
^ `
^	 INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
^	 PERIJOVE(RJ)	 =	 5 000. NUMBER OF EPOCHS = ^5
PERIOD(DAYS)
	
^	 60. 000 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS ^












PER%JOV£(RJ)	 4. 5 0. 4 3.4 4.9
PERIOD(DAYS)	 67.0 31. 1 26.4 145.0
[	 INCLINATION(DEG) 	 10. 1 3. 2 6.5 18. 8
NODE(DEG)	 56.2 8.5 40. 8 72.2
ARGUMENT(DEG)	 155.8 8.0 1424 173.4
l	 REVOLUTIONS	 310. 7
^
74. 7 232.0 472.0




SD MIN MAX '^
''|
^'	 ~^	
{	 3000 KM	 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0. 000
~	 {	 10, 000 ^^M	 0. 032 0. 048 0.000 O` 1 1 1
^	 {	 30,000 KM	 0 511. 0. 216 0. ^62 0. 920
^ {	 50, 000 KM	 1,297 0. 313 0.542 L	 5
.	
{ 100, 000 KM	 5, 400 0. 645 4.203 6.354
.
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
^	 IU	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN ST-1
{	 3000 KM	 0, 0	 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
\	 {	 10,	 '1	 000 KM	 0 3	 ^l 2 0 0' (^ 0 0.5 (^. 7	 l^	 {	 30, 000 KM	 4, 3	 1.5 0. 5 0. 2 6.5 3.4
{ 50,000 KM	 1 1. 7	 3. 1 1.	 1 [\ 51 16.2 5.9
{ 100, 000 KM	 45.9	 14. 2 6. 1 2. 0 68.0 22.0
`^ \
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
|	 IO = 0	 EOROPA = 0	 GANYMEDE = 0	 CALLISTO = 0 JUPITER = C)










r-: ^+ ft.__ Z L E r^ C*.d =;: £^`i T E L i___. I T E E 1'^3 r^= r3r l_,t 1'^1 ^' E ^ '-= T r^ T I =: T I t""
x
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PERIJOVE (R, 1)	 - 5. 000 NUMBER OF EPOCH= =. 15
PER I OD (DAY S)	 _ 60, 000 EPOCH INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS
INCLINATION(DEG)  = Z-0. 000 DEC. 22-2 9, 1 85
NODE(DEG)
	 = 200. 300
ARG ( DEG)	 = 542. 800
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEAR;
END-OF-LIFE iYRB IT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PERIJOVE (R, I) r.. 7 1.3 5.2 9. 1
PERIOD(DAYS) 94.4 27.6 42.0 13 5.  1
INCLINATION(DEG) 47.:: 7.9 S3. 7 58. 1
NODE(DEG) 207. 0 8.4 1 89. 6 215.7
ARGUMENT(DEG) 357.6 7.2 351.5 :372. 6
REVOLUTIONS 258.4 46,7 208.0 Z-06. 0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION  -- ALL SATELLITES








< 10, 000 KM 0.040 0.063 0.000
,_ :30, 000 KM U. 147 0. 120 0. 000
< 50, 000 F^N 0.420 0. 190 0. 118
100, 000 KM 1. 892 0.500 0.948
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
I O EUROPA GANYMEDE CALL I STO
ti. 3()00 KM 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
< 1 Q 1000)	 F^.M 0.3 U. 1 0.0 0.0
•c 30, 000 KM 1.5 0	 1 0.0 0. 0
< 1 C70, oOrr k`M 19 0. Cf 0. Ci
FIRST 1.OLLISION R" •	 "	 t Ef W IMBER f !r,	 SAMPLES)





PERI JOVE(W)	 -- 5. 000
PERI OD (DAYS)
	
- 60. Ij{. 0




AfiG (LEG)	 = :339. 600




 OF EPOCHS = 15







ENCOUNTER NUML•^ER DISTRIBUTION ( MEAN VALUES)
I O	 EUROPA GANYMEDE
<	 3000 FPM 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
10, 000 }:LM 0. 0 0.0 0. 0
°	 301 000 }:.M 0. 0 0. 1 0. 0
50, 000 Km 0. 1 0. 1 0.0
100, 000 KM 0.8 0. 5 0. 1
FIRST  COLLISION RECORD (NUMZ'ER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 0	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMEDE = 0
	
CALL













0. 1 0. 3
0. 2 o.4
1. 4 1.	 1
E	
►
ra t-. I LEin^ m	 AT'I-ELL I TE E-=rg 17.t_ lYJ^I -IFEF::: :E.- -F 	 I T I
F'ERI ,.JOVE. (Rti.J) 13. 7 0. to 12.5 
PERIOD(DAYS) 78_ 2 6.4 67.8
INCLINATION(DEG) 74. 0 0.5 73.3
NODE(DEG) 205. 1 1.	 1 203. 1
ARGUMENT(DEG) ,54. 7 0.8 353'. 2
REVOLUTIONS 271.5 13.9 252.0
ENCOUNTER FREGA IE::-"{ DISTRIBUTION
 -- ALL SATELLITES




3000 KM 0, 000 0. 000 0. 000
<	 10, 000 Kf1i 0. 000 0. 000 0.000
50, 000 KM 0. 01 8 C3. 0:37 0.000













r L- I L_EAM :W..ic^ -IF E'L..l.-. I TE FEE N5 	UV4TEF;: :-,TAT I T I r.:=
INITIAL I_IF,BL 'T CONDITIONS
PERIJOVE (R,_1)	 - , 000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)
	
= !_-.[I, 000 EPOCH INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS
INCLINATI O N ( DEG)  = 90. 000i_ 0 DEC, 22-- 29- t i 985
NCIDE ( DEG)	 = 206. L:OO
AR 4 (LEI;)	 _ 339.000
NOM INAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEAR:
END-OF-LIFE ORB IT CONDITIONS
MEAN $D MIN MAX
PERI JOVE (RJ) 16. 6 0.5 15.4 17.9
PERIOD(DAYS) e-1- 3 S. 9 61.4 97.8
INCLINATION(DEG) 512.6 0. 3 51 1. 9 93.0
NODE(DEG) 205.8 0.6 204.9 206. 8
ARGUMENT(DEG) .355. 1 2. 6, 352.6 361. 1
REVOLUTIONS 276. 5 1 2.9 254.0 297.0
ENCOUNTER FRE(--,!I_IENCY DISTRIBUTION  - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS))
MEAN SD MIN MAX
3000 KM 0. 000 0. 000 0. OOC) 0.000
101 000 KIN 0. 000 0. 000 0.000 0.000
-:_	 30, 000 Kr ^ CI. 031 0. 05 ,, 0, 000 0. 197
50, 000 KM 0. i^  _^ ^I C^. 061 0. 000 0_ 197
100,  <rl00 KM CI.	 1 5 1 Cj, 0.80 n, 000 0.261
ENCOUNTER NUMBER D I STRIBUT ION  ( MEAN VALUES)
1 0 EUROP A GANY^ CEDE MALL I :_,TO TOTAL
MEAN OD
< .000 111 M C1,	 e l C1. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10, ilr_ 0	 KrIl i). 0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 G. 0
< :30, 000 KM C).	 1 0.2 0. 1 O. 0 0. 3 0. 6{. 50, 000 KM C).	 1 0.: 0. 1 0. 0 0.4 0. 6
• 100, 000 KM CI. 5 0.8 0. 3 0. 0 1.7 0. 9
FIRST COLLISION RECORD ( NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 0	 EUROPA = 0 GANYi CEDE = 0	 GALL I STO = 0 JUPITER = 0
OVERALL COLLISION LIKELIHO O D =	 CI. 00
56 eti
^1;
rINITIAL ORBIT COND ITI ONS	
€
PER IJOVE (R,I)	 -	 11. 000	 NI. TIBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)
	 =	 21	 f_r	 EPOCH IttTERVt'-)L	 =	 7 DAYS
I NC:L I NAT I CIN (DEG) =	 0. 00 0	 DEC:. 22-29, 1985
NODE (DEG)





 I N AL CIRL; I T LIFETIME - 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE LIRE: I T CONDITIONS
e
MEAN	 SLI	 MIN	 MAX
F'ER I ^ if=ltr'E (R Wt)	 7. 7	 S. ^•	 Cr. Cr	 „I.3. 5.-.	 r
PER I OD (DAYS)	 113. 8	 194. 3	 fir. 9	 602. 7
INCLINATI ON (DEG)0.    - 	 0	 11, Cl	 1), 11	 Cr, 11
NODE (LIED)	 0. 2C ►. 9 -0. s3. 4	 )i
AFi^aU TENT ( LIES )	 1'- 8 5	 94. t r	 12. 8	 345. 7
REVOLUT 1 1=1N:=	 1125. 4	 1221, =	 c 0. 0	 4736. 0
ENf-'.CiUNTE.R FRET.+r IENC:Y DISTRIBUTION 	 ALL SATELLITES
(f OF ALL ENCOUNTER'-0
MEAN	 SD	 C ^ I N	 NA 
=	 Cl^ rfri r	 E,}'i	 Cl,	 11- 4	 CI,	 151,	 0, 000	 CI. 625 .a
_	 101 000 KM	 0. 524	 0. 276 	0. 131 	 1. 250
30, 000 KIM	 1.427	 0. 641	 0. 447	 2.813
_	 50, 000 KM	 2.206	 Q. 914	 1. 044	 3,51 2 	 d
.	 100, 000 KM	 4. 224	 1. 740	 2. 187	 G. 9:11	
`j
EN',- : I-I I„II\.4 TER N UMBER 	D ISTRIBUTIO N 	(1 SEAN VALUES)	
-^




3000 };:M	 2. 3	 1. 7	 1,7	 0. 7	 6.5	 6. 3
_	 1 fr, [ rc: 0
	 }:;t.1	 0	 5. 0	 5. 9	 1.7	 21.5	 2S. 0
SO, 000 t•^jl	 28, 7	 13. . I	 14. la	 5.8	 62. 6	 71.2	
a^
_	 50, 000 }:r1
	 45. 4	 20. 1	 25.7	 9.7	 101. 0	 115. 0
_	 1 t ?Cr, i rfrtr
	
} :::t	 89.I_,	 40. '?	 4:a. 5	 18.5	 192. 5i	 216.9
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMh'ER CIF SAMPLES)	 -
I CI = 0	 EUROPA = 1	 GANYMEDE = 8	 CALL I STCI = 4	 JUPITER = 0	 1
3
:l





r13onbi.. I ? i'i3 gn,rhg 	if2^-rs= L- L- I -r E: I=N9 ::=C; 1_tV-4 -rFE F;^	 `ri!mkT I :=: 7r I J.::
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
PERIJOVE (R.J) 	 - 11.000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS) 21. 330 EPOCH I N E ERVAL	 = 7 DAY::
INCLI NATION(DEG) = 0.500 DEC. '22-29, 1985
NODE (DEG) 1 71,800 
ARG ( DEC,)	 = C ►. 000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITI ON_.
MEAN SD M I N Mp X
PER I JC EVE (RJ) 11.5 0. 5 10. 6 12.6
PERIOD WAYS) 31.0 18. 9 14.8 91. 7
INCLINATI ON (DEG) 1. 3 1.4 5.8
NODE (DEG) 1; 131.	 1 (.-).4 343. R
ARGUMENT(DEG) l 5 w. 8 84.3 9.7 322.9
REVOLUTIONS 786, 8 188. 1 331.. 0 1121. 0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(f Oh ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN Sri 111N IIAX
_
	 3000li_} KM 0. 008 0,022 0. 000 0.076
_	 10, 000 Kr et 0.067 0. 078 0. 000 0.248
_
	 30, [)00 t :M 0. 429 0. 171 0. 243 0. 826
50, 000 };',! i 0. 87 9 0.237 0.493 1. 405,
100, 000 KM 2. 1 89 0.414 1.252 2. 934
ENTOt_NTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
IC EI_E?= OPA GANYiiEDE CALLISTO. TOTAL
MEAN SD
1 000 K N 0. 0 fix. 0 0.	 1 0.0 G. 1 0. 4
_
	 10,000 KM 0.0 0.0 1.3 0 - 5 1. 7 1. 7
30,000f, 0 KM 0. 0 0. fj c^	 rj .^."	 ^' 13. 1 5.4
.
	 50,000 KM 0. 0 0. 1 19.3 7, 9 27.2 S.3
_ 100, 000 KM 0. Q 1.5 44.7 21. 4 69.7 23.5 
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAi rLEW
10; = 0	 EUROPA = 0 O ANYE• ►EDE = 2	 CALL I STO = 0 JUPITER = D






-L	 |	 |	 |	 |	 |	 /	 ^	 L	 -






'	 PERIJDVE(RJ)	 =	 11. 000	 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
` 	 PERIOD(DAYS)	 =	 21. 330	 EPOCH INTERVAL	 7 DAYS
^	 INCLINATION(DEG) =	 1. 000	 DEC. 22-29, 1985
NODE (DEG)	 = 171.800wm	 ^
^	 ARG(DEG)	 =	 0. 000
	 v
^
 «u	 NOHINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-0E-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
0	 PERIJOVE(RJ)	 11	 4	 1. 0	 8' ^^	 1IL 8	 .^
^	
. 
PERIOD(DAYS)	 30 8	 17. 4	 10. 0	 65 0
INCLINATION(DEG)	 2. 3	 1. 5	 0.2 	 6` C.
NODE(DEG)	 211. 3	 91. 5	 59. 7	 324. 3
&	 ARGUMENT(DEG) 	 191. 7	 112.8	 3.7	 344.4
REVOLUTIONS	 804. 1	 204. In	 506.0	 1277.0
V	 '	 ^
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBU[ION - ALL SATELLITES
t	 '^
OF ALL ENCOUNTERS) ^
^	 MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
{	 3000 KM	 {\ 004	 0. 010	 0. 000	 0.033
{	 10, 000 KM	 0. 074	 0. 050	 0\ 000	 0.175
30, 000 KM	 0. 387	 (l 146	 & 183	 0.783
{	 50, 000 KM	 0. 863	 0. 248	 & 554	 1.486
{ 100, 000 KM	 2.264	 0. 579	 1.448	 3.622
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUflON (MEAN VALUES)
IO	 EUROPA	 GANYMEDE	 CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN	 SD
{	 3000 KM	 0. 0	 0.0	 0. 1	 0' 1	 0. l	 0.4
k	 {	 10,000 KM	 0. 0	 0.	 1.4	 0.7	 2.4	 I's
{	 301 000 KM	 0, 0	 1. 3	 8.7	 2.9 	 129	 S.:3
~[	 50, 000 KM	 0. 0	 2. 1	 18.5	 S. 1	 28.7	 15. 1k	 { 100, 000 KM	 0^ 0	 7. 2	 45. 5	 23 Cr	 7^i ^/	 36` 8
_	 '.
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUM8ER OF SAMPLES)
`
'
^i	 IO = 0	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMEDE = 1	 CALL%STO = 1	 JUPITER = 0 ^










3^i L--s	 3 __	 f=-3s `^	 3 - `^ C	 Ni 1- CK 9._1" `T F F:+	 "T i-t F Z '=. T' I C-
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITION
PF_.R I •JOVE ( RAJ)
	
-
11. [)CIO NUMBER OF EP OCHS = 1 5
PERI OD (DAYS)
	
_ 21,3­310 r EP[=[CH INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS
T ipCL I NATION ( DEG) = 59. 000 DEC. '22-29, 1985
NODE(DEG)




NOM I NAL ORBIT LIFETIME _ 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORB IT  C :I. N DI TII fNS
MEAN SD Ft I N MAX
PERI OVE(R-J) 11.4 0.8 9.7 13. Cr
PER I OD ( DAYS) 20. 7 3. 'rt 1	 7 25. 2
INCLINATION(DEG) 6. 2 1.3 4.6 8.6
NODE(DEG) 344. 9 CI 1. 4 147. 1 4l 5r. 5
A R LIMENT ( DES^  ) 182. 4 57.2 .5`?_ r3 25:3. 6
REVOLUTION=; : Sf:-:;_ 9 17=.. 5 6451. 0 1352.  cr
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY D I .QTR I B [T I ON - ALL SATELLITES
(% F-IF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
_	 '3000 KM [r. tics =; [r, 008. [r. 000 Cr. 02^ -..
=	 1 [:r, t"s[:st:s;r Cl, 009j [s.si';t 0, 000 0.069
:	 0, [ 00 KM 0.093 [r. 1 05 0. 000 0. 416
_	 50, 000 KM U. 328 0. 208 cr. 117 0.994
1001 Crc_rcr KM 1.256 Cr. 494 0- 627 2.657
EN? 'l=J [_[NTER NI It,,L;ER DISTRI BUTI ON  ( MEAN VALUES)
IC[ Ei IROPA [ ANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN SD
000	 E,t°1 D.	 [:► 0.0 0. 1 0.0 U. 1 0. 4
10, [rocs	 k t i [:r,	 0 cr. U 0. 0. 1 0.4 0. 8
30, o0cr } _N [.r,	 Cr c.).6 2. i r 1.	 1 3.7 4.3
50, 000 KM [:r.	 [r o. 9 8.2 2.9 11. :! 9.3
_ 100p 000 KM 0. cr 4. 6 31.2 10.3 46.2. 26.5	 .
FIRST COLLISION RE
CORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = Cr	 EUROPA = cr 1^ ANYMEDE = 2	 CALL I STO = 0 JUPITER = G





^	 0 crf:^3 I...	 T L__ E: 	 4!^f _r =- L_ L__ :E _F IE-
^





=	 11.000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
PER I CID (DAYS)	 =	 21.330 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS
^	 INCLINATION(DEG) = 	 10. 000 DEC.22-29,1985





^	 NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAX
^	 PERIJUVE(RJ)	 11. 4 1.0 10.5 14.4
^ PERIOD(DAYS)	 22,6 4.8 16.2 31.9
INCLINATION(DE8)	 13.3 1.7 9.7 16.0
N	 NODE(DEG)	 100.9 10.0 84. 4 116.3
^	 ARGUMENT(DEG)	 112, 8" 10.5 93. 9 136.8
REVOLUTIONS
	 831.3 47.3 736.0 918'0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
{	 3000 KM CI. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000
{	 10,000 KM 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0.000
{	 30,000 KM 0.U53 0.049 0. 000 0. 148
{	 50,000 KM 0, 132 0.066 0.000 0.229
{	 1t0,000 KM 0.597 Q. 148 0. 328 0.854
IO EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN SD
{	 3000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0	 {1 0 (l 0
{	 10, 000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 O. 0	 0. 0 0. 0
{	 30,000 KM 0. 0 0.0 1. 5 0.3	 1-8 1.7
{	 50, 000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 3. 5 0.9	 4.4 2.2 
{ 100,000 KM 0.0 0. 1 15.5 4.2	 19.9 4'9
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
%O = 0 EUROPA = 0 GANYMEDE = 0	 CALLISTU = 0	 JUPITER = 0







f7i r-l: t _ I ) - C r^A Ni H.- ac-'lb r r:- L_ L_ T `3^ E=- C" I:: Cl E__f Ni T E-= Fti L: T fc i T' I =1 T I r_
INITIAL ORB IT CXDNDITICir,'_
PER I ..,!GIVE (RJ)
	
= 11.	 i,rc,sC! NUMBER OF EPCIC:H = = 15
PER 101:1 (DAYS)
	 = ;f  1. 33 i EPOCH INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS
I NC L I NAT 11-lN (DE13)	 = =:t:l, Ch"DO DEC, 22-29 , 1985
HODE (DEG)	 = 00. .­-:00
ARI 7 (DEL -3)	 = _ _ 2. 4t_!0
W-411NAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 5f_) YEAR;
END--CIF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN D MIN MAX
PER I JOVE (RJ) 11.	 1 C!.	 CI 10.  5 11. 4
PERIO D (DAYS) 21, 5 0. 5 20.6 22. 3
I NCL I NATION (DEi 7) 0. 4 r_r.	 f 219. 9 0. 9
NODE (DEG) 167, 9 1. 3 165. 1 169. 8
ARGUMENT(DEG) 31. 4 4.	 ' ► 18. 7 38, 1
REVOLUTIO NS 835. 9 14. 7 815. Cr 861. 0
ENs=; C IJNTER FREC!UENC:Y DISTRIBUTION  -- ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD M I N MAX 
3C)(-.)O KN C!. 000 C!. 000 Cs. Csc_ 0 C!. 000
S Cr, CsCsC! F:.M C s, 000 c!, r_sCrCs 0. 000 0.000
30, 000 F:;M Cr. 000 0. ClQCr 0. 000 C!. Cri_lo
_ 50, 000 KM 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 C ►. 000
1 f_!i_l,	 f_){ !C! Km {_!. E;rE 1f r 0. f_loo 0. 000 0	 E_!00
EHC' If INTEL*; Nf_INDER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
i o EUROPA GANYMEDE	 CALLISTG TOTAL
MEAN SD
_ Crt rC_r t	 0,0 C).	 (:k C1, 0 0. 0 C!,	 to [),	 [r
. 10; 000 KM	 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 U. 0
Ck, 000 L" i	 C!. G C).	 c! Cr.	 Cr C!. U 0.0 0.0
_ 100 ) 000 K M	 C!. f_r 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
F I R::-:-T COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
1 0 = 0 EUROPA = U G ANYMEDE = 0	 FALL I STO = is JUPITER = G








PER I JOVE ( R I >
	 =	 11. 000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 1 5
PERIOD (DAYS)
	 21. 80 EPOCH INTERVAL - 7 DAY'S
I NC:L I NAT I ON (DEC)
	
:i_r. 000 DEC, 22-290 1985
NODE ( LrEr;)
	
= 2 04. 600
ARG ( DEG)
	 _ -2-29,  2()(-)
h! -IM I NAL i rRL; I T LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
f
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT COND ITION!&
MEAN $D MIN MAX _I
PERI.1CrVE(R.r)
	 12. 7 0. 9 9. !. 13.3 's
PERIOD(DAYS)
	
26. 8 2. r_r 22. 9 29.7
I NCL I NAT I ON (DEG)	 62, 51 1. 6 61. 7 68.3 i
NODE(DEG) 	 19'-: 5 Z 0 191.1. 7 1'Fl . :!
A Rf_;r_[C iEN [ (DEG)	 ti 4Cr.5, 9. 9 :317,  8 :357. 0
REVOLUTIONS
	 779. 7 20. 5 746.0 813. 0
ENCA rE INTER FRECF[_IENC Y DISTRIBUTION
 - ALL SATELLITES
( X OF ALL ENCOUNTERS) F:
MEAN SD MIN MAX
:.	 3000 Km	 0. 000 Cr, 000 0. 000 0. 000
10, 000	 i..::M	 Cr. c1c)c) 0. 000 0. 000 0.000
300, CrOCr	 :::t	 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0.000
_ 50, 000}:'r ,
	
rQ. 00 0. 000 0. 000 0. n_ C)
y_	 100, 000
	 I-l-'r,	 0. 000 Cr. c loo 0. 000 0.000
`i
ENCOUNTERI 'I E  NUMBER D I'=:TR I D-1_[T I ON ( MEAN VALUES) 1
I CI	 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALL I STO TOTAL : r
MEAD SD
.;	 3 00 Krq	0. 0	 0. a
' 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0	 i^
^Cr00<	 1 Cr,	 F^:M	 0. 0	 rr,	 C) 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0
30, 000 KM
	 0, 0	 Cr. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0
50, 000 KM	 0. 0	 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0. 0
_	 100, 000 I- M
	
0. C r	 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
I o = 0	 Ei_H-kOPA = 0	 GAN's t CEDE = 0	 C ALL I STO = 0 JUPITER =- 0 f
OYERA;L COLLISION LIKELIHOOD 	 Q 00




iC-; e=,aG..... I I-r=- fm^ iN4 E if4`i`1-=T I T TF^- Cz,lC-.cy x_it3 -r1-= F^,: :sT1!=^T I =:T I c::
INITIAL OR13IT CONDITION:
PER I>. OVE (RJ)
	 = 11.000 NUN^-:ER OF EPOCHS = 15
PERIOD(DAYS)
	 - 21.3a.0 EF OC:H INTERVAL	 = 7 DAYS
INCLINATION(DEG)  = e,(_1. C)()0 UEC:. 22-2:r, 1'r 85
ARCS ( DEG)	 = 3, 28. 60 0
twI O i I NAL CiRi : I T LIFETIME = 50 YEA RS;
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN HA X
PER IJOVE (R,_[) 13. 4 Q. 7 11. 7 14.3
PER I CID (DA'rS) 1 9. 9 2.2 16.6. 23.5
INCLINATION(DEG) 91.1 1.3 89. 6 93.8
NODE(DEG) 207. 5 2.4 204. 0 211.2
ARGUMENT (DEG) _ --3.	 1 10.9 311.6 349. 0
REVOL.t_['f I ONS 868,  _ 812. 0 919.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY D I f=-;TR 11=tt [T I CAN - ALL SATELLITES
( OF ALL ENWUNTEF:=; )
MEAN ,R,.ri M I N MAX
3000 KM 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000 0, 000
10, 000 1:1 M C), 000 0. 000 0. 000 0. 000
_ 30, 0001 flit t 0. 0100 0, 000 0. 000 0.00(.
_	 50, 000 KM 0. 000 (;1, t1QQ 0. 000 0. 000
1 00, 000 K rt 0. 000 0, 0. 000 0. (.700
ENCOUNTER N! [t'iI::ER D I STR I F;U T I ON (11E AN VALUES)
10 EUROPA GANYMEDE CALL I :I;To TOTAL
MEAN Sri
3000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0, 0 0, 0 0. 0
<:: 10, 000 Km 0.0 0. C1 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0.0
< 30, 000 KH 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 (_i,	 0 0.0 0, 0
50, 000 Kt -1 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0
100, 000 KM 0. 0 0, 0 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0
FIRST COLLISION REC.'ORD (NI_ HL"ER OF SAMPLES)
I C, = 0 EUROPA = 0 [ ANYMEUE = 0	 CALL I S-f 0 = 0 JUPITER = 0





-c 3000 KM 0. 091 C). 125 Q. 000
< 10, 000 }::he 0. 304 0, 244 0,000
•ti 3,C), 000 KM 0. 974 0. 644 C). 270
50, 000 K1' i 1. 6'r10 0. 973 0. 62 1
< 100, 000 Ktil 3. 423 1. 729 2. 149
ENCOUNTER NUML;ER DISTRI BUTION ( MEAN VALUES)
IO	 EUROPA i7ANYMEDE TALLIETO
KIM 0. 4 0, 7 0. 6 0.2
k_ 10; 000 KM 2.0 1.9 2.0 1. 0
< 30, 000 t;M 6. 5 5. 3 6.7 3. 0
< 50 1
 000 Kri 10. 5 8,3 11. 9 5. 7
,,. 100, 000 KM 21.5 19.8 23. 5 11.5
FIRST COLLISION RECORD ( NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
10 = 0 EUROPA = 0
	














^	 #	 ^	 I	
r
i
1 oac^l..... I LE4^k r%j ' tm^  tT EL,.E` I -'E FE ;E''4,3IW--C,s_t"T EFR 	'TAT' I 'T I r_
1NITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS




INCLINATION(DEG)  = 0. 000
NOKIE (DEi+)	 = 171. 800
ARG (DEG)
	 - C). 000
NOMINAL ORBIT  LIFETIME = 50 YEAR;
END--OF--LIFE ORBIT CONDITI ONS
MEAN






ARGUMENT(DEG) 1 E: 2 . 7
REVOLUT I ONS 3,37. 9
NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
DEC. 22-21'9, 1 985
SD	 MIN	 MAX
	
9. 0	 0.3	 34.4
	
1/,1. 7	 0. 9 	 567.3
	
C), 0	 0.0	 0.0
	
2. 0	 -4.2	 6. 1
	
46. 9	 35. 9
	 284. 2
	
418.5	 63. 0	 14,40. 0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION  -- ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
I






L_^L_^^rN.1	 A _r i=-: L__ L_ 1 F 1= E^^^_Zl u " -r FE F:Z ^_r ick -r I !E: -F :E f__l.^
INITIAL DR8IT CONDITIONS
F,ERIJOVE(RJ)	 = 11.000




NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
DEC.	 15,85
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN	 SD	 MIN	 MAX
PER IJOVE(RJ) 11, 1 0. 8 1& 1 12.8
PERIOD(DAYS) 98.6 87.8 33", 356 0
INCLINATION(DEG) 2. 3 2.7 0.0 10.3
NODE(DEG) 305. It 66.3 :2,059 413.8
ARGUMENT(DE8) 246.4 63.9 136'7 33. 8.8
REVOLOTIONS 29(l 7 83L.4 1S8.0 466.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
(	 3000 KM 0. 009 0.034 0.000 0. 133
{	 10,000 KM 0`S63 0. 089 0.000 {\336
{	 ^0,000 KM 0.517 (l 152 0-258 (}.754
{	 50/0O0 KM 0.901 0. 241 0.56G 1.256
{ 100,000 KM 2.246 0. 466 1.624 3.141 
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
IO EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN SD
{ 3000 KM 0. 0 0, 0 0' 1 0. 0 0' 1 0. 3
{ 10,000 KM 0.0 O. 1 0.6 0. 1 0.7 (). 9
{ 30, 000 KM 0.0 0. 1 4. 2 1.9 6. 1 2.41
{ 50,000 KM 0. 1 0, 1 7. 3 3.3 10.7 4.3
-C 100,00c. Ir"I M 0. 1 1. 5 16.4 8.s 26.3 7.4
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMDER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 0 EUROPA = 0 8ANYMEDE = 1 CALLISTO = O JUPITER = 0





'	 !	 |	 /	 |	 '	 >	 ^^
^ ^^^_^^E^^^ ^A^ E ^^I -F a=	 _ E^^^u -r F-= ^^^^I^^I^^
^
`
'	 0W	 INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
^
PER IJGVE(F^J) =	 11.000 NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
0&	 PERIOD(DAYS) =	 60.000 EPOCH INTERVAL =	 7 DAYS
^	 IQCLZNATION(DE8) =	 1.000 DEC. 22-25,,19G5
NODE(DECi) =	 171.8'00
ARG(DEG) =	 0.000
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
^	 END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN SD MIN MAx
PER%JOVE(RJ) 11.4 0.7 10.2 12"4 ^
PERIOD(DAYS) 69.5 22.() 34.5 105.2
INCLINATION(DEG) 1.6 0.7 0.5 3. 1
^	 NODE(DEG) 25O. U 11{\S 71' 1 S79.5
ARGUMENT(DEG) 177, 4 8l%" 0 4.5 295, 5
REVOLUTIONS 326.2 80. 1 225.0 453.0
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTrR'IBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCGUNTEr-CS)
0 MEAN* 8D MIN MAX
{	 3000 KM 0.0014 0.014 D'000 0,055
N	 {	 10,000 KM 0.037 0.D5, 0.000 0.174
^ {	 3(),000 k^M 0.545 0.202 0'238 0.815
50,000 KM 1.0G6 0^243 D.51^ 1.450
^	 { 100,000 KM
^^
2. 457 0.325 1'903 S. 080
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES^
IO	 EUROPA GANYMEDE	 CALLISTO	 TOTAL
MEAN SB	 i
30()0 KM 8.0	 0 0 0. 1 0.0 0.	 1 ().3
^
<	 10,000 KM 0. 0	 0. () U. 5 0. 1 0.5 0.8
{ 30,000 KM 010	 0. 0 5.3 1.9 7. D 3.5
50,000 KM 0.0	 0.2 9.7 4. of 14.5 5.6
^^
	 < 100,000 KM 0.0	 1. 3 20.3 10.7 32.3 9.6
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 0	 EUROPA = 0	 GANYMEDE = 1	 CALLIST8 = O JUPITER = 0






^ 	 .!	 /
^









NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
MEAN
NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
DEC22-29, 1985
SD	 MIN	 MAX
PERIJOVE(RJ) 11.3 0.5 10. 6 12.2
PERIOD(DAYS) 77.2 31.7 27.3 133,6
INCLINATION(DEG) 5.3 1. 3 3.9 G.2
NODE (DEG) 62, 9 20.9 33.5 114.4
ARGUMENT(DEG) 13(l5 21.7 63.4 161.8
REVOLUTIONS 287, 7 79.3 139.0 4720
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
{	 3000 KM 0.016 0.047 0,000 0. 180
{	 10,000 KM 0.034 0.065 0.000 0. 180
{	 30,000 KM 0. 150 O. 110 0.000 ().310
{	 50,000 KM 0.364 0. 148 0. 08 1 0`620
{ 100,000 KM 1.642 0.374 1. 147 2. 169
ENCOUNTER NUMDER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
IO EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN SD
<	 3000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0.	 1 0.0 0. 1 0. 4
{	 10, 000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0. 3 0. 1 & 3 0. 6
^	 30 ^ 000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 1.3 0.3 1.7 1.2
{	 50, 000 KM 0.0 0, 0 3.3 0.8 4. 1 1. 9
{ 100,000 KM 0.0 0.2 14. 3 3.9 18.5 4.8
FIRST COLLISION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
IO = 0	 EUROPA = 0 BANYMEDE = 2	 CALLISTO = 0 JUP%TER = 0

























0. C) 0. 0
C).	 C) 0.0
C).	 1 C), u
f_). 2 0.8
C). 7 1.4
JUPITER  = 0
E 0:N, I`kl r: T E-= L-1.._.. I T E E ,I I__ Cli 1_1 I-.1 -r E F:^	 , -r I r: `I` I r,'_`:
INITIAL ORBIT COND ITI ONS
F'ER I , ts_tVE (R. I) 	 = 11. 000
PERI OD (DAYS) 6C). 000
INCLI NAT I)_N(I.IEC.?) 	 = 10. 000
N111D E ( DEG)	 = 1.34, 900 
ARG (DEG)	 = ;=s47. 000
HOMtINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT C'O NDITIC)N=.
MEAN
F'ERIJOVE(R_I ) 11, 1
PER I O D ( DAYS) 63. 2
INCLINATION(DEG) _.. 6
NODE (DEG) 1 53. 6
AR GUMENT (DEG) 38. 2
REVOLUTIONS ICs ^:, i
NUMBER OF EPOCH = 1 5
EF'Cu-:H INTERVAL	 = 7 DAY=S
22-29,
  
ENCOUNTER FREQUENCYIENI= Y 1I I' ;TR I BUT I ON -" ALL SATELLITE:
(f OF ALL ENCOUNTERS-0
MEAN Girt MIN
C 000 KM C), C)C)C) 0. 000 C), C)C)C)
: 101  OCsc.) ^:r, 0. C)C)t:) Cs. t:)C)C) [), 000
0, 000 K.M C). C)Q5 C). 020 0, 000






0. 3 1 8
ENCOUNTER N UMBER DISTRIBUTION  ( MEAN VALUES)
10 EURCIF'A Q ANYMEDE CALL I-;TO
<	 : ;000 KM C).	 C) C), 0 C), 0 0. 0
"	 1 0, 000 }:;M 0. 0 C).	 C) C).	 C) 0. 0 
30, 000 KM i^ , 0 0. C) Q. 1 C)_ 0
y	 500 000 KM C).	 C) C), 0 0. 2 C).	 C)
1001
 000 KM 0.0 C),	 1 0. C)
FIRST C GILL I c: I ON REC :C tRD ( NUMBER OF '=;A1PLES )
1 0 = 0 EUROPA = 0 GANYMEUE = C)	 FALL I STO = C)




	 k'M	 C). C) C), 0 C). 1
_ 10 1 C)C)C)	 }:'M	 t:).	 C) C).	 C) 0.2
r_ 0, 000t I
	
(). t_) C).	 C) 1. c )
50, 000
	 KM	 (_). C) C).	 f.) 1. 2
100, 000 Kr t	 0, C) C).	 C) 1. 7
FIRST COLLISION  REC IRS) (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
1 0 = f_)	 E1_IROPA = () GANYMEDE: = 1	 CALL
OVERALL COLLISION LIKELIHOOD = 0. 07
CALLIETC) TOTAL
MEAN SD
C). 0 0.	 1 Cl. 3
t^i. 0 0. 2 c). 6
C).	 (_I 1.	 C) 1.	 C)
U. 0 1.2 1.•J
C).	 C) 1. 7 1.2
i
0 if!-n G... 1 L. IC:; iL^j t^4 ,r . icy -T- E- L_ t..... I T EF- C N1 r_ i-D r_s"T F=- r _: T ff4 T I _i_' = r:
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
F'ER):._ItJVE ( R.-I )	 -- 11.	 C)C)C_) NU MBER OF EPOCH-: = 15
PER I OT-1 ( DAYS)	 - 6(-). 000 EF'C'tI=H INTERVAL	 = 7 DAY'
INCLINATION(DE G )  = 30. 000 DEC- 22-2?,
NODE (DEG)	 = 200. 300.)
ARC• (DEC.;)	 = _ '. 400
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME _ 50 YEARS
END--CIF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
riEAtt Sri MIN MAX
PER I _ OVE (R• I) 15. 1 C). 3 14.6 15, 8
PERIOD(DAYS) 6::,.	 1 Vii. 5 52. 6 82. 7
I NC.L I NATION (DECD) 41. 3 1.4 37. r 1 4U. 2
NODE(DEG) 198. 6 1.	 1 196. 7 200. 2
ARGUMENT(DEG) 352. 9 1- 6 ti 49.4 355. C)
REVOLUTIONS 2511. 5 19.2 247. C) 329. 0
ENCOUNTER FREOI_IENC:Y DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(!' OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN MIN MAX
3000 K C). 007 0. 026 0. 000 C).	 1 cl I
.	 10, 00C.) KM i3. 019 C). 055 0.000 C), 202.
_	
_:C), 000 Kr 0. ( 81 C). 08.7 C). C)C)C) C). 20':'
50, C)C)C)	 Ktii i_).	 102 0, 109 0.000 C). 304 
100; Q00 1"M C). 142 C). 1 03 0. 000 0.304






... ^C L L	 °`^	 T	 L L	 -r I= 1-= N1 III: Cl r_s Nt `If ' F-:' T=,: :E= T t=^ T 11 =: T 11 l.::::E:
INITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS
:.1
PER I .JI_IVE (RJ)
	
=	 1 1. 0C.) Q NI IMBER OF EPOCHS = 15 1r
PERIOD(DAYS)	 -	 60. EPOCH INTERVAL = 7	 LI AY -^
INCLINATICIN(LIEG) 	 =	 I.C.	 i LIEC. 22- 9 j 1;'85 j
NODE (DEG)	 = 204. 600
ARG ( LIEG)	 = 329, 200
NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
'i
END--OF-LIFE ORB IT CONDITI ONS
a
BEAN Syl MIN MAX
PER I .JOVE (R, !) 	 24. 6 1 . 7 22. 3 28. 4 >^
PERI OD (DAYS)	 84. 2 31. 4 68. 6 178.8
INCLINATION(DEG) 	 651, 7 1. 0 67. 0 71.
NODE(DEG)	 202. 0 rte_ 1 180. 4 205. S
ARGUMENT(DEG) 	 50. 4 5. 5 3331.  0 356.3
REVOLUTIONS	 2/- /-._ r, 47. 0 100. 0 291.0
ENCOU NTER FREQ IEPIL-Y LI I.`-'.TR I D 1T I ON - ALL SATELLITES
(	 OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
3000 KM
	
0, s r 17 0. 065 0. 000 0, 250
.	 10, 000 KM	 0.017 0. 065 0. 000 0.2 50 1
.	 30, 000	 1 .1"M	 0, 4) 0. 065 0. Ocic_3 0. 250
0, 000 KM	 0. 046 C). 071 0. 00o 0. 250
< 100, 00() Kt,	 iI, 070 0. 07:_s 0. (,-)00 0.250 s
E NCOUNTER NUMBER rI I'3TR I BUT I ON ( MEAN VALUES)
ICI	 EUROPA GANYMELIE IIALL I STO TOTAL
MEAN SD
.r
	 '30 00 KM
	 0. 0	 0.0 0. 1 0.0 cl.	 1 0. 3f	 101 000 KM	 0. Q	 O. C.) 0. 1 0. 0 0. 1 0, 3 i
<	 3.0, 000 Kr,	 0. 0	 0, 0 0,	 1 0. 0 0. 1 0. 3	 a
<	 50, 000  t+ M	 0.0	 0. 0 0. 4 CI. 0 0. 4 0 5
ti 100, 000 KM
	 0. 0	 0. 0 0.7 0. 0 0. 7 0. 6	 i
FIRST GOLL I	 I ON RECORD (NUMLIER OF SAMPLES) }j
10
	 E1Jf'iOPA = 0	 GANYMELIE = 1	 CALL I STO = 0 JUPITER = 0
4• .3
OVERALL COLLISION L I!t'EL I HOOD - 0. 07
71
Oic^ E 3: L- F-^- in^ -i %.l ^^^I-- I- L- IE -r E-=7 E=- t,-,T 	 F=Z ^ -r- ic^ -F 3: -*E; -V I C:
ir,IITIAL ORBIT CONDITIONS





NOMINAL ORBIT LIFETIME = 50 YEARS
END-OF-LIFE ORBIT CONDITIONS
NUMBER OF EPOCHS = 15
EPOCH INTERVAL = 7 DAYS
DEC-22-29,1985
MEAN SD MIN MAX
PER%~0VE(RJ) 23.0 7.4 132 42.9
PERIOD(DAYS) 64. 6 101. 5 7.0 404 1
INCLINATION(DEG) 92. 3 3, 9 85, 4 102^9
NODE(DEG) 207. 8 11.2 187.4 227'2
ARGUMENT(DEG) 323. 4 49.7 179' 1 371.4
REVOLUTIONS 360. 1 147.7 202.0 784.0
ENC iDUHTER FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION - ALL SATELLITES
(% OF ALL ENCOUNTERS)
MEAN SD MIN MAX
{	 3000 KM 0.000 {\000 0.000 0.000
{	 10,0{0 KM (l 000 0. 000 C\000 C\ 000
{	 30,000 KM 0. 030 0.054 0. 000 0. 163
{	 5O,000 KM 0.035 0.053 Q. 000 (). 163
{ 100,000 KM 0. 057 0.064 0.000 Q. 163
ENCOUNTER NUMBER DISTRIBUTION (MEAN VALUES)
IO EUROPA GANYMEDE CALLISTO TOTAL
MEAN 8D
{	 3000 KM 0. 0 0.0 0. 0 0. 0 0.0 0. 0
<
	
10, 000 1(M 0. 0 0. 0 0. 0 Q. 0 Q. 0 0. 0
{	 30, 000 KM 0.0 0. 0 0. 3 0. 1 [\ O 0. 6
{	 50,000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 Q. 4 0. 1 0. 5 0. 6
{ 1001 000 KM 0. 0 0. 0 0. 6 0, 3 0.9 1. 0
FIRST COLL7SION RECORD (NUMBER OF SAMPLES)
%O = 0	 EUPOPA = 0 GANYMEDE = 0	 CALLIS7O = 0 JUPITER = ()
OVERALL COLLISION LIKELIHUOD = 0.00
72
